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A glider to'iV oper3.ting in or nea_~ a thunderstorm is exposed 
to three distinct types of electrical hazard: 
A direct lightning strolce ms.y enter at one of the aircraft , 
pass alon::; the towline, and l eave f r on the other aircraft. The 
ch~nce of this occurri~j is dec idedly Jreat er than the probability 
that an isolated airplane will be scruck. If a textile towrope 
is used, the lightnin£.:, current will pass aD an arc in the air near 
the rope, but the 1.1kel ihood tl:at the r ope will c e seriously da...':l8.ged 
is rather slieSht, particularly if' t'18 rope is protected by suitable 
metal arc inc; rings at the tv'o enis. I f a metal tmITope is used, 
the' current will i'low in it, but will not damage it provided the 
cable diameter exceeds 0 . 14 inch . 
A lishtning stroke may pass directly to some intermediate 
point on the towline. Such a stroke miGht sever a single metal 
cable unless its diameter is greater than 0 . 35 inch (an undesirably 
heavy l ine ) . The use or a ,l i ghter metal core protected by a layer 
of insulation and an outer metal bra'd e ives a lighter and more 
arc-resistant construction, and also gIves the possibility of hlO-
wire telephonic cOffiIDunication betw'een the aircraft. The tendency 
for the point of contact to be clown alon :;; the cable may be 
enough to prevent the s evering of even a lighter metal cable. 
Textile rope appears to be immune to such a direct hit, except 
perhaps under very rare conditions. 
Even if no liGht ning stroke occurs , an electric current of 
appreciable magnitud'3 will flov' in the towline all the time the 
tow is 1vithin a few miles of the thunders t orm. This current will 
not harm a metal cable but may be very damaging t o a t extile rope . 
In this report a basis is worked out fOT making Cluantitative esti-
mates of the hazard from such towline currents for any assumed 
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combinations of storm intensity and cable resistance . I f the rope 
could be covered with Cl. nonporoUl'l} waterproof , elastic insulating 
"skin" which would keep it insulating und.er all conditions , this 
would provide a preferable solution to the problem, but no such 
coating ~~s yet been found. The most successful preventive meas-
ure thus far tried. is to impregnate the rope with colloir:al 
graphite (aquadag) so that it will re:-ne.in, under all conditions , 
a suffiCiently good electrical conductor to carry this current 
wi thout beins overheatec. . Further measurements ShOll~d be made 
on the electrical and thel'mal properties of nylon ropes} made 
conducting under factory conditions . 
I . INTRODUCTION 
When a glider tow is operatin6 in or near a thunderstorm the 
craft are subjected to a rather intense field which will cause a 
number of electriGal effects) some of ,.,hich - such as burning of 
the towrepe - may prove disaetrous . It is the pur'pose of this 
report to present a cO~Dr2hensive picture of the various posBibili-
tieG , to estimate the VD. ... ious hazarclFJ a.s definitely as possible in 
the li ght of the rather meager information available, to report 
the results of experiments devised to supplement this information, 
and to suggest means for reducing these hazards from thunderstorms . 
The most obvious effect to be expected is that the tow may 
be struck by lightning . The records of the NACA Subcommittee on 
Lightning Hazard.s to Aircraft show that lightning strokes to 
sin6le aircraft are by no ~eans rare occurrences , and that larger 
and faster aircraft are more often struck than smaller ones . 
This suggests that, at least to some extent, the distortion of 
the electric field of the thunderstorm by the presence of even 
an isolated aircraft has a triG6ering action and may initiate a 
stroke "'hich would not have occurred if the aircraft had been 
absent ~ The length of the uS'ml tmvline is very much greats!' 
than the wing span of any aircraft, and the triggering action 
must be correspondin~ly Greater . Hence in the operation of 
glider tOVTS in thunderstorm regions the occurrence f a light-
ning stroke to one of the aIrcraft and thence throuJh the tow-
line to the other craft and to ground or cloud must be anticipated. 
Pre ent types of all-metal airplanes are practically immune to 
serious damage from lightning , and it is the main purpose of the 
present investigation to develop methods for giving similar pro-




is concerned only with the effects on the towline itself, and with 
methods for maki~g it immune to dar~ge from heating and burnip~ 
under such conditions. 
A similar and more dangerous but much less probable event is 
the OCClU'rence of a lic.,htning stroke from the thund.ercloud directly 
to some point on the towline, from which the current will pass to 
the craft at either end, or (perhaps) to some other point Oil. the 
to",l ine, before cont tnuin3 to e;round . The localized burning at 
the point where the arc strikes a metal tm·rl ille .. rill be much mere 
severe than the uniform heating produced by the passage of current 
along the full length of the linG. Hence a cable which will with-
stand this arcin,:-:, will be a.rr.ply sufficient to survive the type of 
stroke described in the precedin~ paragraph. 
st ill another effect vrhich is certain to occur much more 
freCluently than the t'tlO just mentioned J and lvhich is hardly less 
dangerc,us , is the flow of a EmaIl curroLt in the towline, and the 
corresponding deve lopEent of corona QisGh~rge (St. Elmo's fire) 
at the extremit ies of the aircraft and on the tmvl ine . Such cur-
rents, though small, last f or a considerable time and may be very 
destructive to unprotected. textile r opes . They would, however, 
do no hal'ID to metal ropes, thOUGh they may seriously interfere 
with radio communication. Such currents vrill occur in textile 
tovrlines unless the towlines r emain highly insulating. This 
favorable condition might exist during a sustained flight well 
above the freezing isotherm, but unfortunately the insulating 
value of a text.ile towline is certain to be destroyed by the 
accumulation of moisture .!hen flying for even a short distance 
through a cloud of water droplets . 
II . SYM..BOLS 
a eCluivalent radius of aircraft ( i. e ., 1/2 ,dng span) 
B constant in equation (ALB) 
b radius of wire , or towline 
C constant of integration 
c radius of outer cylinder 
d distance point to plane 
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~ distance to point of maximum potentiGl 
E voltage 
Ec voltage drop in corona (out to r = rc) 
g voltage gradient 
go voltaGe gradient due to clouds, lmd isturbed by tow 
gc critical voltage gradtent at which i onization by collision 
begins 
I current in t owline 
i corona current leavin(s 1vire per unH l enBth 
k coefficient giving current per unit of (voltw~e);o 
7. half-length of tC1vllne 
Q electric charge induced on aircraft 
q volume denSity of space charge 
R resistance per unit lon;sth of towline 
r radius 
rc outer radius of corona 
rm radius at whi ch two campcnents of g are equ~l 
u ionic mobility 
V potenti.al (usually with r espect to midpoint of t o"\-,) 
v vel ocity 
x distance along axis of tm-r 
z a var i able = g 2 
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III. "J:r:RECT STROKES TO AIRCRAFT 
To estimate the effect of a li@ltning stroke on a towline 
when the lightnLlg current passes through it from one aircraft to 
the other, it 18 (:)s sential to have a knowledge of the probable mag-
nitude ani duration of the lightni ng current and of the electrical 
resistivity, cross section, and ather properties of the towline. 
Fortunately there has been a very active experimental study of 
lightning during the pe,st hlO decades because of its importance 
in connection with the protection of electric transmission lines. 
The very complex seQuence of events which form a liGhtning stroke 
has been studied in detail by Schoru_and (reference 1) and his 
colleagues, using the Beys high-speed camera. The location and 
magnitud.es of charge centers in thunderclouds have been studied 
by Workman (references 2 and 3) in New Mexico and by Simpson 
(reference 4) in England. Q.aa.ntitative data on the current in 
the stroke have been publ ishsd. by ~cEacl::l.'on (reference 5), 
Wagner (reference 6); and others . A convenient summary of such 
data is avaHable in a paper by Wagr..er and. M0Cann. (See refer-
enGe 7.) These stud.ies show that a tY})ical li~htning stroke 
consists of a preliminf'.ry "leader " ,.,hleh carries a relatively 
small cl'rrent and which is · immediately followed by one or more 
pulses during which the cUlTent r ises to a very high value for 
a few hundred-thousandths of a second . Between and follmving 
these current peaks the current may continue at a much lower 
value for several hundredths or even tenths of a second. The 
median value (i. e., that exceeded in only 50 percent of the 
cases) for the crest C1ITrent is about 30,000 amperes, and the 
lliedian Quration of the peak (down to half value) is 30 micro-
seconds. The el ectric charge transferred in anyone peak is 
thus about 1 coulomb . However, the median value of total charge 
for a complete stroke is about 30 coul.omt-s; hence it is evtdent 
that the greater part of the charge is carried by the low-current 
(100 to 1000 amperes) part of the stroke between the peaks. 
For the present purpose towlines fall into one or the other 
of two classes: Either they are of metal, in which case even a 
very thin cable will have an electrical resistance of less than 
0.001 ohm per centimeter, or else they are of textile fiber 
(usually nylon), ,.,hich, even when wet or when treated so as to 
be conducting, ",ill have a reslstance greater than 100 ohms per 
cent imeter . 
In the former case the ctITrent will flow entirely in the 
metal and develop heat at a rate proportional to the resistance 
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per unit len th and to -:,h8 ~qua-'->8 of the lnstantaneous value of 
t~e current . The total heat developed by a singJe current pulse 
is thus proporti onal to{/\2dt . Data in reference 5 ind i cate a 
med iEm value of 10,000 amperAd squared-s9conds as a reasoIlE.ble 
approxiillaticn for this quantity For steel cable i.ith a resis -
tivity of 20 reicrohm-centim8T.ers, a d8~l.sity of 7.8, and a specific 
heat of 0.12, a t emperature rise of 1000 C would 1:;e obtain9i with 
a discharge of 200,000 amperes squared-seconds if the cable had 
a cross 88ction of only 0.1 sq1.'.are cent imeter (i.e . , a diu.m. of 
0.14 in.) . Th ' s is pro"babJ.;y smal l er co,1:;le than _s likely to be 
u88d . A te:mperat llre rise of a t lea.st 3000 C, moreover, ivould 
not materially reduce the tensile strellgtl of the cable, and 
hence could be t.olerated . A more complete treatment of the surge-
current- carryiIlG capacity of metall ic cond llctors yli th numerical 
values for other metals y~ill be .found in part II of this series . 
(See r8~erence 8.) The fore going theoretical deduction is cor-
r oborated b;r the fact that in many cases steel rural telephone 
'"ires only 0.1 inch in diar:lOt c-r have b asn s tr'J.ck by libhtning 
without beine fus ed> exvept a t the point 0:'" cont act ,dth the 
arc . Further coni'irnetion is f oun.d in laboratory experiments 
using an oscillating surge currAnt which had a value for 
Jiadt of 5250 amperes squgre,l-seconds. Computations similar 
t thosA used previousljo- shO'llr that this value of ,,/\2dt should 
be just sufftclent to fuse a No . 26 copper wire. In the experi-
ments N,~,. 25 was found to 'be ... mmelted, No . 26 fused to drops of 
liquid metal , while No. 27 i·raQ mJstly vaporized . It may there-
fore be concluded that if a metal towlina is ~ged of sufficient 
section to give t.le required mechanical strength, thore is 
practically no dancer that it may 1:;e Ilielted by a lightnin,3 
stroke y.'hich passes through the whole length of the tow from 
one aircraft to the other . 
In the case of a textile rope , the reSlSl:,anCe is so hlgh 
that at a current of only a few hundred amperes the voltage 
gradient a10n~ the rope will become greater then the value 
(about 30,000 volts per cm) at w ich air at atmospheric pressure 
breaks d..own ani permits the passaue of a spark . Rence the first 
current peak is practically certain to i)-.itiate an arc alongside 
the rope and the bulk of the currnt will flow in this arc during 
the rest of the discharge . 
A number of trials i'Tere made in the laboratory n an effort 
to imitate various phases of 811Ch a flashover . Thus figure 1 
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shows a transient arc 0:::' 25;000 amperes crest (tf'i8 dt = 5250 
(ampores)8 - sec ) lllaying along a cotton sash cord ivhich had been 
soal<:od in tap ,,,c.ter. The corel. showed :no 8.ppreciable damage after 
the dj schar ~ ,e. In SGIl3 trials a 10aO- ampere surE:;\e .Tas 1Jscd to 
tr igccr a discha~ge across a short gap J and was I'ollmved up by 
a current on about 30 amperes last in,; ';"01' 1 secona) supplied by 
a lOOO-volt di.rect - current e.-enerator . With this duration the 
al~C passes tr·.8 S3Lle cl:arse as a median stroke of natural light-
ning. The arc fla:r,e spreads over a considerable area but its 
te:!."It:inals al'e fixed by tile lL.etal elec.;trodes. In other experi-
ments a GO-cycle alternating- cur::.'ent arc '-las passed betVTeen 
electrodes attached to the rope by the flashover of a trans-
former initially energized to about 200 kilovolts applied to a 
rod gap about 22 inches lons connected in series with the speci-
men. Tile arc current ~.,a8 lirnHed by the equipment available to 
an initial rush of 12 amperes (effective value) which soon 
decreased to 4 amperes . By leaving the circuit t;losed for 
7 . 5 seconds the totc:.l e:facti-re affiT,lere - se ·~ond.s cou~d be made 
eq1.Aal to the median 1 i.ghtnir..g value of 30 am.pere-second.s . The 
durrl.tion of the la~ter is} 1:0w0ver} seldom longer than one- or 
two- tenths of a second. , while the current is correspondingly 
greater . The thermal conductivity of a textile rope is so l ow 
that there i8 probably little diffusien of heat into it even i n 
the 7 . 5 second.s } so that in this respect the tim cascs may be 
comparable . Hmrever, tnC"re Has time for the arc to move about 
even more than in the di::cect - c·..lrrvnt tests} so that the heating 
was not as concentrated in spaee as if the arc had been stationar y . 
In an effort to minimize this motion of the arc, the rope "TaS 
placed in a vertical position for the alternatin.,:;-current tests, 
and the termjnal of mest importance iVas put at the lower end. 
In an actual flibht the rGlative motion of the tOiVline and 
the air "1ill surely cause the arc to flovT away from the line very 
rapidly, and even in the fe,,, tentl1s of a second of a lon::; light-
ning stroke the arc might shift by several fee-:'. pt the ends } 
where the towline is attached to the aircraft, the arc ,-rill be 
constrained to remain close to the rope ; and hence it would be 
ex:p0cted that the damage would be greatest at these points . In 
vievr of tl e fo:rcgoj.ng, it is somewhat <p.estionable whether 
these trials simulate actual conditions closely enoush to be 
very significant . Typical results are g1ven for ,,,hatever they 
may be worth . 
Fig1rre 2 shows a 4 - amper e alternatin€- current arc flashing 
over a dry , untreated 13/16- 1nch nylon rope , the lower electr ode 
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being a metallic thimble of the usual type . The tendency of the 
arc to dr'tft a.m.y excel"t 8.t the tl1:~ .. ;·'!.ble is very marked even in 
the q'J.j et air of the lr,bm:c:tory, FjglJTe 3 S~'lOW3 the sr,orr.hing 
and Iel th'-8 of t:1P. 8L:rface n0ar the thjmoJ..e after 7.5 seccnda 
of e~Jos'Jta . Fi.:>ures 4 and 5 .3hl)w a similar 3-ampere alternating-
current R.l'C ove.r a shr.rtor l3~1,9;t:1 (15 cm) of nylon rope iThich 
ha~, been r61ldel~ed conducGini:<, (20CO obc"Cl.8 per cm) wit]1 acrlE.J..ag. 
Tl18 m~face r,2:nB.8e after 10 seGond s expOS'J.r8 and the shape of the 
electJ:'od'3s art) ShOWl in f:;"~)u:ce 6 . A 30- ampere direct,-current arc 
laeting 1 second is shuFn =1-1 figure 7, The scorching of tee 
tmt .... l-l R.ted r.ylcn and. tee lOva'Gjon of the electrocte in this experi -
ment a~'e sL'Jw-::J. in fiGure 8. The d&.3.6e in this case seems to be 
1'38s, although the current >-'2.8 greater in the same proportion as 
the t:;ne wab f'horter. This Sl";'C3ests that libhtning with sti2.1 
shorter time but still larger c·urrent may be still less destruc-
tive . 
As the most damage occurred near t~e electrodes where the 
arc vas conotl'ai::-;d to remain nea.r the rr~e, an obvious r8mec.y 
is the use of a':l :1l'cin .... r5.ng_ St;.ch a rin .:; of 1/4-inch diameter 
copper tubin.s. su.,?portec. a"bout 1/2 inch 8YiJ.Y frCl'l the rope was 
tried with untreatod r'...ylon) alid also with ag.uarl:::.g -treated nylon. 
The beneficial effect of the 8.:rc:in3 ri .. n,j in Cat~s::'n3 the arc to 
terminate at a c.istance frOll the rope is evi6.ont in fie',u:;:'es 9 
and 10 fer the two S:98cimens, re.:;-pecti vely . After the o.ischarge 
neither specimen showed any vIsible signs of a~prec able daLJ8.eie . 
To the extent that the conditions present in these trials 
are similar to those occurrin3 in fli ht) the results inriicate 
tr.at the risk ot' da.ma.ge to a textile towline from. a li;?;htnjng 
stroke to the ail'c:raft at either end is sliGht. Even this 
slight e8zs.rd can re mate:dally reduced by provic.ing the i21etal 
fittin€.,8 at the ends of t.he line vlith arcin6 rings, separated 
from the rope . 
IV. DIREC'l' f.'IW,K}~ TO Till: TOv,"LINE 
A . D11 .. MAGE TO METilL CABLE 
The second and probably more serious effect is the n::elting 
which occurs when thore is a direct stroke to a mete,l tOl.line. 
This mel tin3 is ca:u:;?d by the intense local heati!lg at the point 
of contact of the stroLte with the towline) and is a direct result 
J 
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of the well-known voltage drop (cathode - or anode) in an electric 
arc ",here the cUl'rent enters OT leaves the surface of a conducting 
electrode . In moet ceses this electroG.e drop amounts to from 6 
to 8 volts (!'efex'6nce 9) and is concentrated in a very small frac -
tion of an inch of the arc path adjacent to the electrode. The 
amount of heat developed, and. hence, in a r01l2h way, the amount 
of melt iIlJ' prod 1...ced ) is therefore p:;,'o-portional to the first pOi"er 
of the current and to its dUl'ation. Hence it is proportional to 
the totel 9.uantity of electricity passed by the stroke. 'Ihe 
greater part of this 9.uantity flows in the moderate current which 
persists dUl'ing the relo.tively long intervals between successive 
high- current peaks . 
A rough estimate of the dan;,er resulting from such an occur-
rence can be obta.ined by takine; the f:l.:.,ure of 2 coulombs (equi va-
lent to 2 amperes flowinfj for 1 sec) per cubic millimeter found 
experimentally for copper and brass electrodes} by Bellaschi, 
and combinin..., it with the valu.e 01" 140 coulombs for the 9.uantity 
of electricity dischar3ed . This corresDonds to a severe stroke 
and would be exceeded by only 5 percent of observed li~htning 
strokes . This indicates that the volume of fused metal is not 
likely to exceed 70 cubic millimeters . This is the volume of 
a sphere 0 . 5 centimeter (0.2 in.) in diameter . The rise in 
temperature would doubtless wea.ken the material adjacent to 
the melted portion, so :.hat the cable dial"leter should be larger 
than 0 . 2 inch by a considerable factor . Experience with the 
overhead ground wires which are wi~ely used to protect high-
voltal.?,e transmission lines frOD lightnin.:. indicates that steel 
cables about 3/8 inch in diameter are satisfactory for inter-
cepting lightnino arcs . 
This line of argl@ent seems to indicate that to insure 
safety positively a cable should be used which is proJably some-
what heavier and stron.:)el' than would otherwise be nee,led for tow-
ing gliders. HOi-rever) several otfler factors should be considered 
which tend to ameliorate ~he situation . Among these are (1) the 
tendency of the arc to move along the wire so that the heating 
will not be confined to one spot , (2) the relatively remote 
probability of a stroke direct to the towl i ne, and (3) the pos-
sibility of protecting a light, metal cable by an outer coating. 
These ,,,ill be discussed in turn . 
The more powerful strokes - that is, those which release 
charges as great as the 140 coulombs assumed above - are almost 
always multiple in character and have a duration of several 
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hlndredths or even tenths of a second. An airplane traveling at 
120 miles per hour moves about 50 centimeters (1.5 ft) in each 
one- hlmdredth of a becone. Rence, if the arc were fixed in the 
air, the II!ot ion of t:r~e cable ~{Quld. spread the heat ing over this 
length. Furtherreore, the magnetic field produced by the current 
exerts a force on the arc tendinG to move it. This tello.ency is 
so strong that even in laboratory experiments with arcs to the 
side of a wire it has been fOULQ essential to keep the distri -
bution of current, and the arrangement of the conductors which 
carry it , very symmet rice.l if the arc is to r enain at all fixed . 
In a typical case even l'i:tth s'..l.ch an arrangement, it was found 
that the terminus of the arc Ivandered about in the course of 1 
second over a track 35 centjmeters long. An examination of met -
al airplanes 1{hich have been struck by lightning often shows a 
succession of SID;], 1 pits "hich indi.cates a relative motion of 
the arc and the metal . (See reference 10.) 
B. PROBABILITY OF A DIRECT HIT Tf) A TCMLINE 
The probability that a strol~e ,vill pass directly to the til\{-
line in preference to the aircraft at its ends is surely rather 
small , but is difficult to estimate . As shown by vlorkman (ref - r -
ences 2 and 3), some storms show nany s tro CBS vhich pass fr Dl 
cloud to ground and are therefore approximately vertical ; whilA 
in other storms nearly all strokeo are frl')n cloud to cloud and a re J 
for the most part, nearly horizontal. 
To get a rough indication of the probabilities involved , a 
s eriA8 of model experiments were made on a scale of approximately 
1:1000 by passing sparks f rom a 2-millit"ln-volt sur"W generator to 
a model tow. The charge centers in the clouds vore simulated by 
the tips of tva verti.cal r od electrodes 8 feet apart . The t(wline 
wa s simulated ty a No . 20 8traight copper wire 8 inches long, to 
each end of "Thich was attache.i a £.:mall pioce of flat sheet copper 
cut in the outl j ne of an airplane. The lying spread of each f'ut -
line was l~ inches and i t s len~th , nose tn tail, 1 inch . 
In trial& with the electrode tips in the vertical plane 
passing through the towline , it '"as found that if the line jC'ining 
the electrodes bisected the tov,line and made a:1. angle of lesG than 
50 with the vert1. .,al , at least one terminal of the discharge vas 
on the tOvlline 1:-1 50 percent of the trials, al thoUk;,h in all but 
one case the other ter-ninal vas on one of the aircraft . Figure 11 
ShovlS simultaneous photographs taken by t~YO cameras aim8d at ri.ght 
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anples to each other of a discharge which hit the model towline 
ar.d the left vin.,; tip of the tor..,r1n!"S plane. If the line joining 
the electrodes rru::.o.e an an;le with the vertical exceed. ing 20°, 
all sparks struck to the aircraft. 
A second set of trial S ;,las made to simulate a horizontal 
stroke betlleen cloud centers in the S'3..me horizontal plane as 
the aircraft and on oppos i te s ides of the tow. It vas f01.md 
that all spa-rks pasoed to the 1-ling tips of the sheet copper models 
even vhen the line joinin~ the electrodes was perpenaicular to 
and centered on the tOl.,rlino , 
A third set of trials was made with the line joining the 
electrodes vertical, but displaced to cne side of the t01.,lir.EJ 
which '·las horizontal . vlhen the displacement was 8 inches (one-
twelI~h the electrode s~acin3) or more, all the sparks missed 
the tow. For smaller offscts tho m'1l1bor of hits to the tovline 
was on the averaGe t e s~e as if all those strokes were hits 
for ,.,hich the offset was less than one - eidhtieth of the electrode 
spacing. 
To pass from these e.x-pGrj.ments on a sreall model to an actWll 
thunderstorm involves m£lny questionable assumptions as well as an 
extrapolation by a factor of' 1000 in the dimensions . Therefore 
too much weight should not be assigned to any concl~sions deduced 
from them . However, they seem to incicate that the chances of a 
direct hit to the towline itself are rather small. Perhaps there 
is one chance in 2000 of such a hi t for each passage of a tor.., 
through an average small thunderstorm. 
C. USE OF TWO- COJlrDUCTOR LINES 
In case it is desired to maintain telephone communication 
between tow plane and glider, a Vf:;ry promisina, type of construc-
tion would be to use as the towline a steel cable of sufficient 
mechanical strength to carry tho load, and to cover it first with 
a layer of electrj cal i:J.sulation and then with a thin metallic 
braid . This provtdes the tyro conductors needed for a shielded 
co~~unication line and has the ftITther advantage that in case of 
a direct li,Jhtning stroke the outer layers .Till protect the 
mechanical stren3th of the inner cable . A number of tests have 
indicated that a 1/8~. inch steel cable coated vdth a layer of 
cellulose tape only 0.008 inch thick and covered with braided 
copper shielding equivalent in conductivity to a No . 14 copper 
~J 
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wire, showf)d no signs of daIl!~ge after beine subjected to a 3t:; -
coulomb at'c 'vhile 10au..9d to a ten.s":'on of 600 p01mds . '\otith such 
a construction the arc passes to the outer metal, vThieh may be 
badly demae;sd. (3ce fig. l2)\vhile the inner conductor is only 
sli;htly, if at all, affected 'Jy the arc. Thus the inner cable 
is protec-ced and should be the member to be relied on for 
mechanical stren~th. 
Trials 'v: th cnly the insulating le.;yer over the hmer con-
ductor g9.ve unsatisfactcry results . The voltage was, of course , 
ample to puncture the insulation, ana the presence of the insula-
tion tended to keep the arc at one spot and thus to concentrate 
the heating. 
D. HITS TO TEXTILE ROPES 
In the case of a direct hit to a textile rope it seems 
probable that the arc wHl for the most part pass entirely in 
the air over the suy'face of the rope, but that the concentrated 
heating at the electrode ourface which injures a metal catle 
will be absent . On the other hand, the textile i3 much more 
affected by a small r 1se in temperature than i8 the metal . 
Experiments on thls point w'ero made vrith the same 
alternating- current circuit men-t,ioned in section III. The arc 
passed from a l/S- inch metal rod placod 1/2 inch from the sur-
face of the r ope , and after risin-.s alon:::; the rope terminated 
on a metal tube ",hieh surrounded the rope about 10 inches above . 
The trials "'ere made ",ith 13/l6-inch nyl n rope "'hich had been 
treated ",ith aquad'J . One sample , A, had a resistance of about 
2000 ohms per centimet~r , ~hile the other , B, had 200 ohms per 
centimeter . FiDure 13 shm'1s the 3-ampere arc passin3 close to 
sample A. Durin6 the 14 seconds that volta r5e vlaS applied , the 
arc ceased and restruck three times. The damage is shmm in 
figure 14 . It is seen t hat the result is no worse than vhen 
the arc occurred bet",een metal electrodes attached to the rope , 
and that there is little indication that any conslderaole part 
of the current passes to the rope and develops a cathode hot 
spot . Fie;ure 15 ShO"'8 simHur surface mel tin'~ on the 101'1-
resistance sample, L, after a 3-ampere arc hed struck and 
rest yuck five times during a 15- s3cond exposure . 
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It would appear from tl".e foregoing that a direct stroke to 
a text ile towline ,·muld not invol vo any hazard greater than that 
of a lightnin cS stroke to the aircraft. 
One very reoote possibility should, however, be mentioned. 
Occasionally (refere:lce 5, p. 175) lightning strokes have been 
observed vlhich do not start with the usual high- current surge, 
but instead build up gradually to a fe~ hundred amperes . It is 
conceivable that if the rope has a resistance as lOll as 100 obms 
per centimeter} the lon .. itndinal voltase gradient may not be 
encugh to produce a flaohover in the air outside of the rope . 
In this case the heat d~veloped in the rope would be very STeat 
and it vTOuld be melted in a fraction of a second. However , in 
the trial the results of I.,hich are Sh01VIl in fi _ure 15 the sample 
had only 200 ol1.ms per centimeter } and the first sur,-:;e of current 
recorded by the D18.t5netic oscillo..:;raph ~.,as only 12 amperes j yet 
the specimen arce:; over and vas not sericusly damaged . Of course, 
the flashover of the series rod Gap in thIs experiment may have 
caused a prelimi:lary suree of considerablf greater crest current . 
In flight the capa.citance of the aircraft might bave a sil:lilar 
effect . 
V. CORONA CURREnTS IN TOWI,INE 
A. GENERAL PHENOMENA 
The third electrical 0r'fect is the flow of current in the 
towlino as a result of that component of the electric potential 
gradient of the storm which is in the direction of flight of 
the tow. Such a current is present at all times while the tow 
is operating in the neighbol'hood of charged th1Jnderclouds, 
whether lightning strokes occur or not, The current enters 
and leaves by brush or corona discharges (St. Elmo's fire) 
which OCC1.1r both at the extremities (nose, wing tips, etc.) 
of the aircraft and alone; most of tho towline itself, except 
for the ends which a e shielded by the aircraft a.nd a neutral 
zone near the center which is uncharged. These corona currents 
are small and are co~veni6ntly measured in milliamperes. They 
will produce absolutely no damabe to a metal towline , but even 
a small current when forced throu·.ih the hi:5h resistA.nce offered 
by a textile rOl,e vlill develop heat and cause the rope to burn 
(or melt if of nylon) . The charred and carbonjzed residues are 
better conductors and permit an increase in tne current . The 
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destructive action is thus c l!lmlative J and only a few minutes 
are required to des-:roy t:t.s strength of the rope , Fibllre 16 is 
a photocraph ta~en in a darkened room of a cotton rope about 
20 feet long carrying 6 mill ia::rrperfls . The 1 ight comes f-rom 
burntn; fibers a:'J.d partly frem. local arcs. The current had 
been flowing for aboEt 2 minutes before the photograph was taken, 
and tt.e rope broke of its own weight 3 minutes later. 
The electrical relations existing .lhere the tm., is flyi.ng 
in the electyic field or a thQ~derstorm can be lmderstood by 
reference to fi31lYG 17 . Here is sho.m a tm., f l yin3 in the uni -
form electric field beti-reen a large J positively charged cloud 
at the right and a ne3atively char3ed cloud at the left. The 
approximate positJons of some of the equipotential surfaces 
have been sketched in. The values of p~tential relative to 
the center point of the towline are indicated on the basis of 
a uniform field @'adient of 300 volts per centimeter in the 
absence of the tow. 1'he resi8tance of the towline has been 
assumed to be small. Figure 18 shm·;s in more deta.il for one 
quadrant the ap::;>roximate distribution of potential to be expected . 
For a towline of high resistance the distortion of the field 
would be somewhat less, and for other relations between the direc-
tion of fl i .oht and the direction of the electric field, the shape 
of the equipotential surfaces would be different, but the essen-
tial features Hould still be similar to those indicated in fig-
ure 17 . 
The crux of the glider-r~pe problem lies i n the ~uantitative 
estimation of the probable magnitude and duration of the tm.,line 
current . It is evidGnt that the potential difference causing 
this current (i , e . , corona ClITrent) to flow is obtained by 
multipl:ring the existinc; th1)nderstorm '7adient go by the 
length 22 of the towline . The li.mitation on the current 
arises in part from the r esistance of the tovrline, and in part 
from the inability of the corona at the extremities of the line 
and of the aircraft to dischdr 6e more than the particular value 
of current which corresponds to the volt~ge acting . The current 
in the central port ion of the tOY/line is, of course , at all 
times, except for minor transient effects , equal to the sum of 
the corona current from either aircraft and that which leaves 
from the surface of half the towline. 
In analyzin~ the situation considerable simplification can 
be ottained by reco,;nizing the very different orders of maBnitude 
of the various dimensions involved . The clouds and the distances 
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between the charge centers vrithin them. are to be measured in 
miles (105 cm) . The length of the tCiV j S some hl'Jld~eds of feet 
(10 4 cm) . Ee:c.ce the und i st ur bed voltage ..:;rad ient varie s only a 
fe\f percent in a distance compar3.ble to the length of the tow; 
although when re ~arded on the lar3er scale of the clouds, the 
gradient apl)ears t,o be far frem u.nifc:"lli . The wing span or the 
length of Ghe aircraft is of the order cf several tens of feet 
(10 3 cm), so that at points as dtstant from it as the center of 
the towline , the effect of a charge located on the airplane is 
about the eame as that of tne SF~e c~~r~e concentrated at a 
point or s:;?here at the center of t::e ah'craft. Also the effect 
at tne gl ider of a char" e on the tOy' plane is relatively small 
and vice versa . The radii of curvatl~e of the edges and Corners 
of the airfoils are of the order of a few inches (10 cm) at most, 
so that each corner iOr;Jlg 2. more or 18ss isola-sed point, the 
corona discharr.;e from 'f~1tch is but little affected by the pres-
ence of the others \V'hich are some feet away. 
In figlITe 17 the equipotontial surface .~D which, in the 
und:Lst~bed field wou~d have passed throuj1 D J is bent out to 
B. This distortion is p:cobably not very different from that 
prod uced "Then a sphere 0:;:' rad i ~s a (where a is rou.;,.::;hly half 
the wing span) is kept at the potential of the center of the 
tovTline . In this case, as shovm in section V B 2c, the distance 
DB becomes eq:l8.l to -vhl and vi1l be of -cbe order of 3 X 103 
centimeters . If the resj stance of the cable is high, the n.eld 
distortion and the d iEJt.ance DB \-,i11 be correspondin:31y less. 
However, a r eas onable basis for estimating the value of corona 
current discharged would appeal' to be (1) to consider each air-
craft as an E:.ssemolaBe of l1'point- -plane" Gaps of spacing DB 
maintained at the voltage E given by 
E = t,o Z - En (1) 
where R is the resistance per unH length of the towline , and 
(2) to conslder that each element of l eI'.~th of the towline is 
subjected to a voltage "/:li('11 t ends to produce corona and vThich 
is proportional tO J though less than, E . 
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B. DIAGHAMMP,TIC HF.:PRESE~"TATION 
A convenient grapnical representation of the relations 
involved in S:101\ll in fi g t:re 19 . Here there is plotted as 
orc.inate the total current flowin.] in the towline at the center 
of its l pngt h, or in the corona discharGes at either end . 
VoltH-Gos measured from the center 0::: the towline are plotted as 
abscissas . (It i8 tacitly assumGd that the current- voltage 
characteristic is the sam.e for the tow plar:e as for the glider, 
and also that it is the sa:rr:.~ fer both polari t5,es . The errors 
r es'J.lting from these as.3l}.:nptions are pro'oatly small cOI.1pared 
to those from other sou:'ces . ) 
The curve ECDK (the evaluation of ·,hich i.,Ul be discussed 
in soc . V B2) is the current-voltage ch9.racteristic of the air-
craf'c and cable , and repre~ents the relation betveen the total 
corona current and the voltage bet"\.,r8en t 1e aircraft and the 
distant eqUipotential s' lrf2ce ABC 0 ... fi~ure 17 . As a measure 
of the tntensity of the storm, ar.d of the location and. orienta-
tion of the tOVl wHh respect to H J and tllUS of the exposure to 
hazard , the voltage (~02) spanned by half the tow length may 
be taken . For a particnla~ C,'3.oe i,ith 2 = l( 0 metprs and 
go = 750 volts lJer cent imeter ) the result is Zo 2 = 7500 kHo-
volts , and in fiGure 19 is dral·n tho ve:::-tical "storm exposure 
line" AB at this abscissa . Thl::; intersects curve ECDK at 
K and indicates that the marimtJ.n tovline current for a cable 
of zero resistance and s~ch a stoJ'.'m condition is the ordinate 
of K (viz , 430 ma) . For a towline of spec i fied resistance ) a s) 
f or example , 10 )000 ohms per centimeter, a line such as AC , for 
w~1ich the ratio of AG jn volts to GC in anperes is equal to 
10 , 000 times t:te half tOII l ength 2 in centimet~rs, can be 
dra,,'ll . Thls "resi,stancG 1 i,ne" int ersects the corClna cllara.cter-
istic line at C and indicates b;1 CG that the co' ona current 
for this case is 37 mill i,arnIJeres . The resistance drop in half 
the towline as shOlm (lY AG . s 4~'OO kilovolts and the balance 
of the v .. l tage .... rhich is available to produce corpna is shown by 
CG to be 3'700 kilovolts . A steeper linn such as AD c rre-
sponds to a towli:u.8 of lOWer resistance (100 ohms pcr em) . 
(If the three types of information needed for the quantita-
tive construction of a diagram such as fi:,sure 19 ) the easiest 
to obtain is the res"istance of the towline . This ca..'1. be measured 
wi th conventional electrical instru.l'Jlents or by noting the current 
which flovrs when a known fairly hlgh voltage is applied to a 
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specimen of rope. Or-lill'S lmr is obeyed, at least approxL'lI8.te1y, 
except whon the volta€,e ,.,radient is so higI-. that local sparking 
is takinr; place a.1d tbe l'ope is on the verge of' failure . Table 1 
gives vall.~es of resistance measured at c;radients of about 1000 
volts per foot on a number of dIfferent ropes under various con-
ditions . 
1. storm FJ.posure Line 
Tbe location O.~ of the "storm exposure lines" such as AB, 
or A. IB', is proportional to half the len':Sth of the to"rline and 
to the component of the electric field uradient in the direction 
of flight . The first factor is known, "hile the second factor 
varies from zero when the tow i s ~emQte from the storm to a 
maximum ,.hich certainly often excced.s 500 volts per centjmeter 
and ".'hich m::ty even a:;>lJroach an npper l:i.rnit of 10,000 volts per 
centimeter. 'Ihis limit waS found. by ~:3.cl:y (reference 11) to be 
the gradient at which ,.,ater c.rops sl.ioper..ded. in air become un-
stable and init '.;.te spark-ovt:ir. vTorlm.a.n (reference 3) gives 
tyrlical experimental res:llts sh01<Ting that the horizOl.ta1 com-
ponent of Gradient excE:Gds 300 volts per centimeter throughout 
regions of perhaps 60 cubic }:ilometers and that it exceeds 100 
volts per centimeter throt ghou'c a voltmle ten times as groat. 
As a typical exrunple of ",hat may be expected, figure 20 shows 
the characterist.ic storm condi.tion described by ~'lorkman. (See 
fig . 16b of r eference 3.) Rere two cnarsc centers, each ,.,i th 
33 coulombs, are located at heights of 6 kilometers and 5 kilo-
meters above the ground, with a horzontal distanc0 of 3 kilometers 
bet"reen thom . T is arrangement is indicated "in the lower part 
of fig'u'e 20, which also show's two typlcal flight paths AA' 
and BE' throuGh the storm. These flight pEtths miss the center 
of the npper charge by distances of 1 kilometer and 2 kilomoters, 
respectively . The eraphs of ;;radient have b6en computed fnr 
paths d irectly above the storm centers as shown, but substan-
tially the same grad i ents "'ould be encounterod on :;:'light paths 
"'hich passed at the same distances to one side of the charge 
centors. The curves of tOldine clUTont Wi3rt: derived from those 
of gradients on tho basis of a 101-1 r esistance towline and tho 
corona current GlU've ECDK of figUl'e 19 . At the points marked 
"a" in figure 20, the conditi.ons correspond to storm exposure 
line A13 of fjgure 2.9, whilo at points marked "b" conditions 
correspond to line A'B' . At points marked "c" conditionG cor-
respond to line A'B ' of figur~ 33. 
J 
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The uppar c'lrves; fo:, fi ght. path BB I sho·" that the current 
may be vell over 10 rr:.illirur.peres for naar.ly a minute even if the 
fli31t avoids the nearest charge center by as much as 2 kilometers . 
Most stOrIDS arc I:J.o:..~e complex th,3.n the sLu})la tyt)e sb.own in fi gure 
20 and the c m~ation of the expooure would be correspondingly longer . 
"\OTith a closer apIJro3.ch to the Char150 centers, as on path AA I, the 
peak curre:c.ts aro ver,Y :much zreater . Tne j .ldicated peak value of 
2 . 5 ~peres rlould pro:;ably d.3stl'cy any textile rope in a few sec-
onds . Bow-eve-1., It 868ms p!'obable that a situation v.rh ich would 
lead to s uch a hi ~h corop..a current would instead trigger off a 
true lizhtnin3 discharge . Little is knoYn of the criteria ,·,hich 
determIne the transition from a corona :i.nto a complete spark, 
but probably a stre:uner carryinG a curl'ent of s6veral tenths of 
an ampere v.'ill develop immed iately int.o a spark. As noted, such 
a spark would bYllass the t.ovline and relieve it of current . 
2 . Corona Line 
Unfortunately the experilnental basis for the curve ECTK 
of figure 19 is much less satis~acto:::'Y 8.!l.d in the present state 
of our knm.,l edce involves nem8 very qU'3stlonable extrapolation. 
The best basis for dra\-l1ng the curve 80eme to be to US8 data 
observed in the labOl'atory wi.th dircct - cu:'rent dtscharges across 
point- plane gaps and~rom fin:) ... tiroo. Tho data. m.ust then 
be extrapolated to higher voltagcs and to vider spacings than can 
be tried in the laboratory . Furt~er complications arise (1) by 
reason of the rapid motion of the aircraft thrcugh the surrounding 
air, i{hich may make the space chQ.rgo conditions in flight radically 
different from those in the stHl a.i.r of the laboratory; and ( 2) 
beea' lse the complicated chnpe of the aircraft offers a rather 
indefinite plurality cf corners from 'ofhicil corona may l)e emitted . 
Measurements of di8char{~e current wore therefore made vrtt:1 air 
blmving through the discb.a r ge bap, ard ot.her experi..'lents with 
parts of airplanes and with, it:. OIle jnstance, a complete air-
plane charged to a high voltage. These experi.ments are described 
in s'3ctions V B 2a to V B 2d of this r epol't . The curve ECDK in 
figure 19 (and also in fig . 3:3) is oased on these experiments . 
a . Point-pla~~~~_~~~~~ .- The principal series of 
experilonts to give a basis for 6st.lmating and extrapolating the 
value of corona current to greater effect.ive spacing were made 
with the arrange'.liJnt shorm in f'i "3ure 21.. The "point " Has a 
No. 0 se,.,ing needle i-,hich protrurled 2 centimeters from the surface 
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of a 5-centimeter sphere . The needle was insulated from the 
811 teld ing sphere 8.nc. the microarnmeter indi cated the current for 
tile needle cruy . The sheet cop:pel' "plane" rested on the flool~ , 
which also containsd a cond-cl.cti:1~ grid of "hex-steel" r-einforce-
ment . Negative voltages up to 100,000 were applied to the point , 
a~d the resultin3 current was read by using the telescope, 
directe1 at the shielded microaInmeter . The results plotted to 
logarithmic scales for both coordinates are shown in lines A, 
B, C, and D near the bottom of fi~ure 22 . These lines were 
dra .. 'Il \lith a slope of 2 a::1o. are seen to fit the observed points 
within the exper~ental error. 
In an effort to obtain data at higber voltases the arrange-
ment shmm in fi, 1ure 23 vas used . The ~lane, nolY of 1 imi ted 
area, 'Tas carried on an insl lating support about 115 centimeters 
above the floor, and the center poInt. of tl;e r ectifier was 
grounded . Data .:ere obtained with both pola:::--ities. Typical 
results are ShO'ffi in lines E, F, and G of figure 22 . Addi -
tional measurements indicated that the dioc.repancy bet.vcen curves 
A and F and tetl!een C and G (fi~ . 22) 1s the result of the 
limited size of the plene electrode, rather than of the different 
potential relative to ground . In figure 24 is plotted, for both 
polarities , the voltage required for a cu~rent of 100 microamperes . 
It is evident that in this ran{~e of fairly largo currents polarity 
has little effect . 
A third set of meas clrements at still higher voltages was 
made, using the floor as the plano while the shielded needle vas 
maintained at a high ne tSative potent tal by a l.4-mill ion-volt 
X-ray generator . This consisted of a cascade set of ten 
transformer-rect ifier- capac:itor units . The arransement is shmm 
in figure 25 . The data obtained are plotted as lines li , I , 
and J in figure 22 . H -1'0 again the lines have been drmm with 
a slope of 2 . The 10we3t points fall somewhat off the line , 
partly because of tho lOll preCision in measurin:s the current 
and partly because the full corona has not developed . The graphs 
also ShOll a curious flattening off at a.bout 500 microamperes . It 
is thought probable that thjs flatteninG is the res\J~t of dIs -
charges f r om the surface of the S-centimeter sphere or from 
ceighboring parts of the sh:eld at t ' ese very high voltaGes . 
The space char~e from s uch a disc} arge would tend to shield the 
needle point itself . Lines K and L ShOlT data obtained with 
a longer point which extended 18 centimeters from the sphere . 
With this point there i s no indication of flattening . 
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From the sloDe o~ tts lines in figlITe 22 it seems ev dent 
that for a Bingle isol.ated point at vol tages ~'Tell above that 
at which tho dischar::e starts, the CUY1.'Bnt val'ies as tho square 
of tho voltage (i. e. , I:::: kE 2 ). To obtain a basis for extra-
polatlnJ to e-reater spacings the coefficient k vas derived from 
each of the observed curveB, and in figure 26 k is plotted to 
a logarHJ:1mic scale as ord.inate a;ainst the spacing, also 
10 ,arithm:;'ca11y, as abscJssa . It is seen that the dotted strai:jht 
line AB vhich has a slope of unity fits the data except for the 
extreme points G and P. I t saeos }1oosible that the presence 
of the 'valls and of other equi~m8nt, although at a distance of 
10 meters from the dischars e pCint, may have affected the condi-
tions for the S-meter spacing used for point P, and that for 
a true point- plane gap the line s~lOuld continue stratght bo B. 
lim'Tever, points C and D vhich show the C1ITTent from the lS-
centimeter painted electrode are each e.tout the same distance 
(i . e . ) that correapor.ding to a factor of 1 . 37) above the corre-
sponding points E and p) respectively, for the 2- centimeter 
needle, thus corroboratin2 the location of P . It i3 therl3fore 
possible that data should be represented by the SOlld Cl1rve 
which extrapo~ate3 to F . In this 6ra~h a spacing of 30 meters, 
corresponding to the distance BD of fisure 17 , is indlcated 
by the dashed Itr..e FB . The uncertairty introduced in choosing 
l ine GF or line AB for the extrapolation to 30 meters 
corresponds to a facto. of 1 . 7 in the values of k and of 
current . 
b . Current from aircraft .- A fourth series of experiments 
was made on completed aircraft structures - that is, ailerons and 
an entire airplane . In such a structure there are present great 
numbers of possible discllarge points of vari.ous radii of curvature 
located in various relations to one another . It \-Tould be expected 
therefore that as the potential of such a structure was raised one 
point af<:.cr another would. begin to discharge so that the current 
would increase morr) r apidly than in accordance "Tith the smple 
square la\-T of a single poj nt. liolTevor, "'hen a number of points 
closely adjacent are delivering current; their mutual interference 
makes the total current loss than the sum. of the currents ,.hich 
they "Tould deliver separately . 
These expecta.tions were borne out by experiment . In figure 
22 curve M shov!s the total current discharged from a Cessna 
aileron wbich was suspended 'vith tts trailing edge 36 centi.meters 




fabric covering stretched over a metal frame to which the hlgh-
voltage ccnnecticn was made . As the voltage was raise1 the 
beads of eslowing corona increased in number and in brightness, 
and the net r:'o& in current is in proportion to the 5.7 pover 
of the voltage . In a second experiment the plane electrode was 
shorter so that the corners of the aileron .Tere less effective 
and curve N was obtained . The current is seen to be about 
one-half as great but to increase w'ith voltage at a slightly 
greater rate . Durin.s these experiments the increase in the cur-
rent ,,,i th an increase j,n voltage was found to be rcughly propor-
tional to the number of' new poInts seen to be discharging . These 
points could easily be cotJnte,i in the darkened room. 
For the final experj,ment a COI!l:91ete Fairchild PT-19-A air-
plane .las suspended from an inoulato:::- string as shown in figure 
27, and charged to a high negative potential by the X-ray gen-
erator. The clearance bebl:>en the wing-tips and the walls was 
about 4.4 meters (l~ ft) and the ta:..l was 5.5 meters (18 ft) 
from any grounded object. The plane of the wings was about 
7 meters above the floor and 7 below the sUP:9orting crane beams . 
Figure 28 shows the gGneral appearance or' the corona discharge 
( st . Elmo 's fire) '''hen the potent ial uas 1, 200,000 volts. The 
camera w~s located about 30 feet a~ovG the airplane and to the 
left and rear . The spreadinG out of the spots of li3ht is the 
result of a slight swinging of the craft by all' currents during 
the course (10 min) of the phot ographic exposure. The wing tips 
are clearly outlined and the tail surfaces are seen foreshortened 
in the lower part of the phot06raph . The prominent discharge 
forwa:::-d of the right wing comes from the :pi tot head . Tw'o spots 
of light from the propeller tips and one at the propeller hub ar e 
visible . The other light spots are eithcr corOI1..a beads on the 
support, and connectin~ l ead or are the result of seme leakage of 
light from the vertical row of kenot-ron tubes (visible at the 
left ) of the X- ray generator . This aircraft has a fuselage of 
fabric stretched over a steel tube skeleton \vhile the wi.ngs are 
of plywood covered with aluminum pa int . Apparently the paint 
provided enough conductivity to give about the same charge dis-
tribution as ","auld be present with an all -metal airplane. The 
contrast bet,,,een the disGharl-~e on the relative sharp traUing 
ed,ge and the lack of it on the rounded leading edge of the ,.,riI1t3s 
was very marked . 
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The CUl'rent is plotted in curve ° of fi [,ure 22. The scale 
of cl'dinates for this curve is mar};:ed at the right . If the same 
scale were used as for the other carve.s, the points wOlud be dis -
placed one ,T11o]e dcc9..de lli·?;!ler . A coml'arison of curve ° ,rith 
cUY've I (~Thich is for a slngle point at 4 m spacing) i.ndicates 
that at 600)000 volts the airpla'le ivould discharge 2 . 3 times as 
mc:.c:t .. current as a sincle unshielned point, while e.t 1,300,000 volts 
it would discharge 7 . 0 ttTIes as much as a sin31e unshielded point . 
The most likely value of corona current from an airplane at 
the high voltages Cl.!l.d 10:1.g dista.!"'.ces occUl~ring in flight can 
tl18ref'ore b0 estimated by sterting some point on curve 0 of 
figure 22) say x, as a base, This corresponds to 3 milli-
amperes at 1)000,000 volts and 4.4 meters . Then from the dash-
line curve of figure 26 it is notcd that in che.nging spacing 
from 4 . 4 meters to 30 meter's k (i , e . , the current at constant 
voltaGe) decreaseo b~T a factor of about 6.8 , giving a current of 
0.44 millia'mpere at l,OOO .. OOO volts 6.nri. 30 meters . Then the 
ex;.onent 3.4 r>...1.1y be used to P"l.f:lS to other vol tagen . Th);.s at 
3)000,000 volts and 30 meters the current from the aircraft 
would be 
3 X ~I ~Q.O ,ooq \:3 . 4 __ 
) 18 . 4 mil1iam~eres 6 . 8 1,000,000 
or, more generally 
( 2) 
where I is in mHliamperes and (go l) is in kilovolts . 
Curve 0 of figure 22 shoyls no indication of becomin3 less 
steep at higher voltages, but the assunr(?tion that the exponent 
continues at the high value of 3.4 remains as a very serious 
source of 'uncertainty in the extr3.:polation. Another mcertainty 
has been ':'ntrcdtlced by the tacit aS8Uluption that the law of 
variation of current with s::?acing, shown in figure 26 to hold 
for isolated. pOints) also tOJd8 for aircraft structures, althoue,h 
the law of ve.riation of current i.,ith voltage is different in the 
two cases . The current computed from equation (2) constitutes 
the main contribution to the "corona line" ECDK of figures 19 
and 33 . These uncertainties a~e so large as probably to mask 
.. _ ._.- - - _. -_._._-- --- -------
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the variation of the ClITrent with the size of the aircraft . A 
reasonable assUIh-r:t :'on for this latter effect might be to con-
sider corona CUlrenG as proportional to the linear dimension of 
the craft. 
c. CUY'Tent froTI tovlineo . - In addition to the current which 
supplies the corona dis .har6e from the extremities of the air-
cra:::t> there also Il.1.ay be a cUYrent which passes into the air 
directly from the surface of the towline itself. AlthOl . 1gh the 
primary electric grad ient from clO1...d to cloud is taken as acting 
along the diyection o£' the tc;illine, the pOl'tiona of line near 
its ends are at a potential which is very sl'eatly different from 
that in the surrotmdine air a short distance al.tlay . Hence there 
is a very considerable rad i al vompor.:mt of electric gr9.dient 
which may often be enOl) j.l "to cause part 18.1 breakdown of the air 
in the immediate neighborhood of the 1 ine . 
This effect is clearly sh01m in 11 gUTs 29. This is a 
photogra.ph, taken in a dc.rkenec. room , of the corona for:::ned on 
a fine "'ire (No. 36 P\ilG) whlch vas stretched bet.·.reen two bra3s 
balls, each 1. 6 centimeters :"n d i~etur . The balls were sup-
ported by insluating pcra~fined threa~s so that each was about 
12 centimeters away from a large metal plate, the plane of 
which was perpendiclu9.r to the axis of the ,.,ire. The ric.ht -
hand plate was ;naintained at +70 , 000 volts and tr.e other at 
- 70 , 000 volts with respect to groQ~d . There is a lit~le 
corona from a spot on each of the spheres, that from the right-
hand sphere being much the brighter . Most of the coror..a, hol.tTever , 
comes from the vire because of the Greater local g.cadient which 
results from its small radius of curvature . The characteristic 
difference between the beaded negative corona at the right and 
the llniform positive corona at the left is very marked . The 
short dark space at either end \'ihere the wire is shielded by 
the sphere and the stretch in the center where the radial gra-
dient is less than that required to initiate corona are plainly 
evi:ient . 
To estimate the magnitude of these corona cu.rrents from 
the towline , it is nece8sary to USG data obtained in laboratory 
measurements of the corona cUTrent from fine wires stretched 
along the axis of circular cylindrical outer electrodes; and 
to extrapolate these data to the case of higher voltages and 
larger-size wires and tubes . 
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To obtain a roue:h fie;ure for the voltage which tends to 
produce the towline coro:la , it may be consic.ored first tr...at the 
only charges prG7.ent are those on the clouds and the pall.' of 
charges - 0. anr' +Q '''hich are induced on the aircraft and 
which may be cor.siclered as if concentrated at their centers , 
each at a d lstanc8 t from the center of the tovlj:le . The 
potential at any .90int x E'.long the axis of the tOI' would , in 




!Z -xi Iz+xl (3 ) 
Q 
A distance a eClual arllTo:x:imately to half the win'} spread of 
the aircraft rna;)' be taksn) a:ld it may be assumed that (for the 
case in which the tOvll ine h,3.S zero resist.ance) Q will have 
such a value as to rr.'lke Y = 0 for -points on some nearly 
sDherical sUTi'ace of radius a centel'e;i at x = t. Hence 
(4 ) 
As previously noted, a is mUJh less than t and, if terms in 
a/t are neglected, the mab~itude of the induced charge is given 
by 
Q = t:' at 
"0 
( 5 ) 
Inserting this in equation (3) gives 
V -< x at a l j (6) = go - --- + ----, It-Xl ll+xl "-
This flll0tion of x is plotted in terms of got and xlt in 
figure 30 . 
It may be ncted that the last term contributes only a small 
effect in the neigb.borhood of x = + t and if this term is neg-
lected , it can be shovm that the point on the axis whjch has a 
pot.enti.al got is at x = Z + V;;:. In the undisturbed field 
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of the clouds thip poten~ial ( e,o l) occurs at x = L The dif-
ference - namely) ,\ra~ - measures the distortion produced by the 
chaTge - Q and i ,') the c.ista.nce shown as DB i:1 figure 17. 
As shown in figure 30, the potential has a maximum at a dis-
tance dm fro:n the center of the aircraft . If the effect of the 
charge on the other a.l.rcraft is nee,lected, the value of dm 
cemes out as equal to~} and the potential at this maximum is 
Vm = gel (1 - 2 ~) approximately (7) 
Thus fa~ in this appro illate treatment the electric charges 
distributed along t.be tow~_ine hav9 been i [,nored. In the actual 
case, however, s1)ch induc.:e.i chJ.rgen vdll be present and .,ill 
take 0:1 such a value and distrilmr,ion as is reCluired to bring 
the potential of each element of the Ju\,Nlino to zero (or if the 
line has resista:1ce, ~o the value cerrespOnc.in8 to the res.istance 
d.rop between that element and the centel') . The presence of these 
cr_arges is the principal cause of the r.igh radial component of 
electric gradient close to the tmvlino, ~Thi ch produces the corona 
current which is to be estimated . The best basis fo!' estimating 
the current therefrom seems to be to assume that the contribution 
of currenl:. from each elem'3nt of lenn;th of the towllne is the same 
as the corona current discharged from 8~ch element of length of a 
'fire of the same size as the to.Tline whe:1 it is placed at the 
axis of a cylinder of radh:s equal to ,,;;; and maintained at a 
potential "'h':Lch differs from that of the cylinder by the amount 
given in equation ( 6 ). The principal uncertainty in this b~sis 
lies in the choice of the cylinder radius. 
Unfortunately most of the data hitherto published on corona 
currents were obtained by usiT'.g alternating voltage, and the 
observed values of current include capacitance eff0cts . Also, 
electrical en ' incers usual:y have been interested only in cases 
in .Thich the applied voltacles exceeded the crH ical value at 
whjch corona starts by only a small margin} while in the present 
problem the voltace on pal'ts of the line may be many tlmes this 
crltical value . The classic vlork by Watson (reference 12) using 
direct c1.-Xrent covers voltages only s11 ,htly above critical. The 
experiments of Farwell (reference 13) cover a good range of volt -
aGe but include only one diameter (4 . 45 cm) of outer tube. In 
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view of this situation, ~urther experiments were undertaken using 
larger tube diem9trrs - namely; 50 cen~imeters a~d 10C centimeters -
and hiGher vol tajOls. The apparatus ':las arranJod a8 sho.m in fi,3-
urf' 31 . To e.V()~,.l the lo:ts of ti:ne 1.;hich ivould have been requtred 
for con~tructiDb an elaborate cuter cylinder with the conventional 
,uard E'ections at either er.d .• thG Gnd effects were minimized 
by encl08'~ng the urper end of tr~a wire in a cylincrical shleld 
e.nci attachinG a 9-c'3ntimeter sphere to the lower end . The residual 
end effects i·:ere then eliminated by taking a second read ing .rith 
a diffe-rent lenL"th la of wire betYTeen the guard and the sphere , 
as inc.icated by the dot ted lines . Even Vlith the longer Vlire the 
SIChere ,,'[1.8 w"111 above the bott.om of the outer cylinder, a.nd it 
has been assum8d that the increaoe in current between the two 
conditions is the current correspond-Lng to the increase in length . 
Fj.gure 32 shoVls the r88ul ts of thef3e measurements and also 
some of Farvell's data. Here the current :per unit length 
(jJ.a per cm) is rlotted a') orc'cinate against the voltage beh10en 
wire and cylinder (in kv) as abscissa , both to 10garit.1'.mic scales . 
Th'3 wire was negative in those experi...>nents: but for one corr.nina-
tion of 1.;ire and cylinder die..!1l'3te:ts, e.:Kitional measurements \.;ith 
the wire positive indicated Gubstantially the same value of cur-
rent, except at very 101'; vol tae;es. 
An arproximate theo~etical treatment of the effect of the 
space charge arm.m.d the Yl1 re i:1 1 i..-nit i ne; the corona. currant 
(see appendix A) indicates that t:1e voltage E should be related 
to the current i per unit lencth and the outer radius c by an 
equation of the form 
( 8) 
where B is a function of the current a~d of the radius of the 
vire b but not of c . In colwm 5 of table 2 are shown the 
'2 
values of the quantity '\/~ derived by takin pairs of values of 
E and c for various va.lues of i and b. It is seen th~t 
this c;.uantity is nearly indepe~dent of i and of b and has 
a value corresponding to a mobility u = 1.3 6 centimeters per 
sf3cond for one volt per centimeter. This is in satisfactory 
agreement \lith the usually 9.uotcd value 1 . 8 . By using the mean 
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value 1.15 for 1/~ in e~v~tion (8) the values of B given in 
.' u 
colu.rrm 6 of table 2 have been computed.. These va] ues are small 
relative to th\~ "total volta(5e given in column 4) eJ:cept for the 
case of' Farwell: s s;nall cyl inder . They Sh011 a definite minim1-11ll 
at a cvrrent of about 5 micr0arr~eres per centimetor, but the 
change in B with cur 'ent does not seem to be very great ane. 
will be neglected in tbe pre Rent roug~ extrapolation. T~e varia-
tion of B with wire diameter 1s ~uite marked, as might be 
eXDected . When B is plotted ags.J not the logarithm of the wire 
dis-meter b the res'J.l t is a!)proximrttely a straight line which) 
if extended to a radius of L05 centimeters (diam. = 13/16 in.), 
gi ves a mean value for B of SO kiJ ovol ts . This will be u8ed in 
computing cerona currents for tovrlines of this diameter. By 
taking , rather arbitrarily , the value 30 met ers for c, e~ua­
tion ( 8) becomes 
r,-
E = 3450 .ij l + sa ( 9 ) 
l..rhare E is in kilovol t3 and i is in mill iaInperes per centi-
:r:J.eter . 
If this relation is conbined with equation (6)) values of 
current can be calculated for success i ve secC. ions of the to,,;line 
and the s~tion of their increments gives t~e total current . 
For the values g iven this comes out F .. t 0 . 5, 1.5, and 6 . 3 rr.i11 i -
a.reperes for GoZ e~ua1 to 3000, SOJO, e.nd 10,000 kilovolts, 
resp"lctively . These values turn out to be allliost negligible in 
comparison 1'7ith the corona current from the airplane as given 
by e~uation (2) . HcmevE.; r, the comp ~lted value for tne corona 
current from the to,;"line ",ill vary almost inversely as the square 
of the e~u.ivalf)nt rac1.ius c, and i f this had been chosen as 11 
meters instead of 30 meters , the towline corona current at 
g "l ::: 5000 kilovolts "\-lOnld have been as large as that from the 
o 
airplane . This inrlefinHeness in the e~uivalent radius there-
fore remains as one of the worst of the many sources of uncer-
taint;}' in these estimate s . 
d . Air vel.?'21ty t~st~ .- In the foregoi:Gg discussion the 
effect of the relative motion of the aircraft and the air in vrhich 
the corona discharge is occurrin..> has been neglected . Theoretical 
considerat ions '{Quld ind j ca te that of the value of current of con-
cern here) the space charge accumluating in the neighborhood of 
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the discharge point would :nf3.teriaJ J.y affect the potenti.al gradi-
ent . This effect vlOul d. be expee-ted to arr.onnt to a very cOIlsider-
able part of the total applied Yoltase as tile spc..cing fro:n point 
to plane beccncs lar::er. If the velocity of the air relatjve to 
tho electroc.es is fast relative to tbe drift velocity of the ions 
thrC1.l.bh the air . it 1voli:.d De expecteo that this space charge v~ould 
be slvept awe.y. Hence at first sie-:ht it would appear that the cur-
r ent in fli r;.)1t fJr a e:;iven voltage might be materially greater 
than that observed at the same voltage in "still air . " 
To test this hypothesis, E;xperiments were made Vlith the 
point- pl8ne g"j? shown in fiew.'es 21 and 23 by blowing a jet of 
ail' fro:n a l - horBepmrer blover into the gap. Trial s were made 
with the jet (a ) transverse to the axis of the ap , (b) along 
the axis and directed toward the needle point, and (c) along the 
a.Y.is and di.rected to ard t:1"'-e ~lane . In this third arrangement 
the char,..>e d needle was supported j.n the center of the (insulating ) 
air nozzle . The velocity of the air immediat.31y in front of the 
nozzle v!c.s 7000 centime·cers rar second., and at a distance of 10 
centimeters the :et had. e;~j?a;).clerl t.o a diameter of about 3 centi-
meters and had a velocity of about 3000 cent meters per s e cond . 
It Vlas found that T,rith either polarity the presence of the 
ai.r jet seemed to interfer<3 with the formation of long streamers 
so that the voltaJ e could be raised to a hi .her -.ralue before spark-
over occurred. Also s ince the pre sence of a streamer usually cor~ 
reaponds to an increased current) the starting of the blOl-rer actu-
ally reu1.'.ced the current somelvhat at the higher voltagos . At the 
Im'ler voltages .there no prominent stre:.uners were present anyvray , 
the startin3 of the blo~ler caused a de f inite but small increase i n 
current . This increase, however , Vlas seldom more than 3 or 4 per-
cent . 
At first it was thought that the observed effect ,.,as small 
beca use the electrode sracj ng "ras small and much of the total dif-
feronce of potent tal might be concentrated very near the point 
1vhere the ion velocity is high . Accord.inbly an airplane propeller 
W:1S att.ached to an electrie motor ar..d placed so as to blmv air 
between the diechar;5e point and the crol'nded floor plane in the 
expertments at s 'pacings of 2} 4, and 8 :neters . The propeller was 
rlli~ at about beo r~~ and produced an air velocity of about 800 
centimeters per second (19 mph) over most of the discharge gap . 
This velocity is, of course , small com~ared to glider speeds but 
is large compared to the drift velocity of ions in a field less 
than 400 volts per centimeter . At the large st spacings ~uite a 
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fraction of the entire space behreen the electrodes is subjected 
to a bTa~ient of less than this value. However, in the experi-
ments this aj.r vel.ocity was found to h~ve practically no effect 
on the discl1.arce current. In faGt, at the highest voltage there 
was a slight (4- percent) de~rf1ase in current when the propeller 
was started, This is shown bJ the position of the points marked 
P in figure 22 relative to th050 marked R for • .. hich the pyopel-
ler was not running . 
Although these experiments cannot be taken as conclusive, 
because of the 10vler air velocities and the shorter effecMve 
spacing of the electrodes as compared ·"Hll flight conditions, it 
would appear that in the aDGenCe of a"!:ly bet.ter evidence the effects 
of air velocity on corona current should be neglected. 
C. PREVENTIVE MEAS"LffiES AGAINST CORONA CURRENTS 
1 . General Relations 
From the dj.agram (fig. 19), it is obvious that there are two 
possible procedureS by which the -;!I'oblam may be attacked . The 
first procedure is to I!laintain th~ towline at su::h a h1gh resist -
ance that the cu:rent 13 limited to a low value and cannot cause 
much heating or other danBge. The second procedure is to keep the 
resistance of the t01-l11ne at s uch a low value tl1at the heat:l.n3 is 
negligible even though the current ~~y be large . 
The quantitative distinction between "hi:;h" and "low" resist-
ance can be best seen if there is added to the current-voltage 
diagram of figure 19 a family of curves, such as I and II of fig-
ure 33, '''hich correellonds to fixed values of total heat develop-
ment in the line. These curves of cO"!:lstant pOviar are rectangular 
hyperbolas vri th AO and AB as asymptotes. In figure 33 curve I 
corresponds to 10 kilowatts and curve II to 100 kilowatts in the 
h3.lf-len~I::'h of towline for vrhich the diagram is constructed . If 
the total line is 200 meters (600 ft) long , these curves correspond 
to average heat productions of 1 vlatt per centimeter and 10 watts 
per ce:1time·cer , res:gectively, If the resistance of the towline had 
an i.ntermediate value sut::h as 2500 ohms per centimeter, corresponding 
to the line AH, the inter£lection of AH with 1!;CK comes at C 
and corresponds to the dangerous heating of nearly 10 watts per 
centimeter . R2wever , if the towline has a resi.stance of 50 ohms 
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per cent meter, corre. ponc.ing to the steeper line AL , the inter-
section L fe-,lle r.ectl ' t !l3 l-wJ.tt - l'·er-centi:nete:r cu-yve and the 
he,zard is much 1'39s. SimHRrly if t:1e resist3.nce of the tOvtline 
is 100,000 ohm::; 1-ar c E:!ltlmet0r and i '~ s Ijne falls ac .A..7v1 inter-
secting ECK n.t 1\1, the hes.t develollment is a &;ain found to De 
10vT. Hence it !TlE.y De concluded. that resistances greater than 
100,000 ohrrtS per centimeter are hioh and those less than 50 ohms 
per centll~eter are low, It is evident that a line may be low in 
resistance in this senae even \Then it has a resistance 10,000 times 
that of any metal cable . 
In teole 1 are given typical valt,es e f resistance measured 
on lines of var ';.ous materials, under different conditions . It 
appears that vThile most textile ropes vThen clean and dry are in 
th9 high class , they all come into the int0rrrediate dangerous 
class when wet . 
It also follows froni the diagram thn.t far less severe storm 
cond tions (Le., ,lith th0 line A!B; cnd its family of conetant 
power curves further to the left) the dan~erous int ermediate range 
of caDle resistance is narrow. ThllS, for a cloud gTadient of 375 
velts per centimeter as indicated by the storm line A'B ', the 
upper limit for a safe lov' resist ance rO:ge, as indicateq oy the 
line L 'A ' through the intr:n'section of tt8 l-ivatt locus I' 
,yith ECK , is about 1600 0!1Llf3 per centimeter; vThile the lower 
limit for a safe high··reslste.nce rope , as slwwn oy M'A ' , is 
15 , 000 ohms per centimeter. 
2 . Use of High-Resistance CaDle 
Considerin~ now the first remedial procedure , that of keeping 
the resistance of the tOvlline h1 __ h, i"j may De seen that the pri-
mary diffi.culty arises f:rom the moisture vihich is likely to be 
taken up oy the tOvTline \-Thenever it is flovffi throuCsh a cloud . At 
first sight it ,vould seem as tholl \ the heatinJ pl~odu ed when the 
damp tOi'lline entered tho elsctri.c field ",ould serve to dry it out 
and r estore the high resistance . Laooratory experiments indicate , 
hovever, that thi.s drying is never unH'orm. A portj on ,,,hich i s 
initially drior and of hi~h8r resistance than the rest will be 
heated oy the cU!'rent more than adjacenc portions and .Till soon 
have a considerable part of the total voHage across it . Thi s 
locally increased voltabe gradient causes arcing across the 
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driest sections. These arcs, as shovffi in figure 16, also burn 
and char the textile (and melt it if it is nylon) and weaken it 
rapidly . 
It is evident from these considerations t hat the insertion 
of one (or more) sections of rigid ~ioh-grade insulating material 
is useless because a goodly fraction of the entire voltage will 
promptly accumulate across them and produce a flashover. 
If the entire length can be kept at such a high resistance 
that the cl~rent is limited to a few microamperes, a lack of 
uniformity is not so serious because a slight corona d.ischarge 
can by~ass the portions of highest resistance without producing 
further concentrations of gradient or serious heating. 
The following experiments were tried in an effort to solve 
the problem along this line. Samples of nylon rope were treated 
by dipping them (1) in transformer oil (a refined mineral oil 
of about 58 Saybolt viscosity) ; (2) in liquid. Saran plastic; 
and' (3) in an ll-·percent solution of polyvinyl isobutyl ether. 
A fourth sample was treated by the General Electric Company "'ith 
their tlDrifilmtl process . 
After d1'Ying, each sample 'ioTaS fastened vertically betvleen 
an insulator wh1ch hung on the hook of a chain hoist and a plat-
form which could be loaded. with Wei&~t6 . A pa ir of electrodes 
were attached a measured distance (in this case 10 cm) apart. 
Each electrode consist ed. of a copper tube which fitted snugly 
over the rope for about 0 inches but which was flared out at 
the inner end and jotned to a flat disk about 6 inches in diam-
eter . The outer edge of this disk was bent back and rounded. 
These electrodes, vThich are shmm in fi gure 34, s erved to ex-
pose the sample betvTeen them to a fairly uniform electric field 
and to mini.mize t he tendency for t he fiel.d to be concentrated at 
the ends of the specimen and to cause local sparking there . 
While the samples were dry, their resistance was so hi€~ 
that the voltage applied to the electrodes could be raised, 
without causing an appreciable current, almost t o t he value 
at which a spark would jump through t he air. The samples were 
then subjected to a very finely divided spray of di stilled vlater 
from a paint spray gun whjch delivered about 0.056 gram of water 
per square centimeter of exposure surface per minute. This treat-
ment should be analogous to flyin3 at 120 miles per hour with an 
angle of 60 behreen the rope and the direction of flight in a 
cloud having 1 . 7 grams of water per cubic meter. 
~------------------------------------------------------ -----
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Under this treatment the rope which had been dipped in trans-
former oil (5/S-in. rope, loaded ilith 400 lb tension) decreased 
in resistance in 10 seconds to about 0.3 me 1?'obm per centi.'Ueter 
allovTing a current of 2 mllliamperes to flow. The current was 
held at this value . After about 30 seconds) sparks and a red Clow 
'I'l'8l'e noted at certain spots J and 1% mj_nutes after the current vlas 
applied one stranl byoke and the test 'Ivas stopped . 
The Saran-treated sample (1/4-in. rope loaded vTith 62 Ib 
tension) was sprayecl t'or 1 minute. Volt ge vlaS then applied and 
raised until the current was 1 milligmpere (reSistance then 3 . 3 
megop..IDs per em) . After 40 seconds the rope began to burn. On 
the basis of relative cross section this bahavior is e~uivalent 
to failure at 6 milliamperes for a 5/8-inch rope. 
The sample treated with polyvinyl isobutyl ether (1/4-in . 
rope loaded vith 62 Ib tension) vms sprayed for 30 seconds and 
dropped in resistance to 2.4 megohms per centimeter . After a cur-
rent of 1 milliampere had been flowinG for only 12 seconds, one 
strand broke and anotller was partially melted . 
The 5/S.,inch nylon rope vT~ich had been treated by the GE Dri-
film process .. ,as sprayed for 30 seconds 'Ivith distilled water and 
tben could carry 1 milliampere at 27,000 volts (on the 10- cm 
sample) . The resistance e:;rad J8.11y rose: and after 10 minutes at 
this current the sample showed traces of sllg,ht burning all along 
its len~~h . It was asajn sprayed for 20 seconds, and a current of 
5 milliamperes was applied. In 30 seconds a red glo", appeared. in 
spots, and after l~ minutes at 5 milliamperes one strand burned in 
two and the others 'Ivere found to be badly charred . Figm'e 34 is 
a phot08raph of this specjmen after the test . 
These llilsuccessflll resllits seem to indicate that the capil-
lary action holds encuJh water between the nylon fibers to give 
too much conductivity even af~er these water-repellant treatme~ts . 
In an earlier experiment a piece of r ubber tubing about 1 centi-
meter in diameter and several feet long >Tas dipped in tap water 
and then subjected to a. high alterl"..ating voltage. As the vlater 
dried fl'om the surface, temporary arcs 'vere p~oduced which 
bridged across the dry portions} but after about 30 seconds 
the dryinc had proceeded to such an extent that the current 
was completely interrupted. The tubing showed very little 
da.'llae;e as a r asul t of this operation. This suggests that about 
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t~e only possibil ty of w~~ing the nylon rope parmanently insu-
lating is to devise Lerra means of encasing it for its entire 
langtlJ in a thin- T -3Lled elastic tube . Such a coatinG ,·!ould 
also give a rO?9 that would float and thus be desirable for 
marine worle . 
3. Use of Low-Resistance Cable 
A numbE;r of experiments vere lIliJ.de to develop the seconcl 
remedial L'rOcfld.ure of maklng the rope g sufficiently good con-
ductor to carry the corona current l'rHllout damage. 
a. ~-1etel core, . - The most ob-,i ous proccd ure is to provide 
a small metallic conductor in parallel with the textile rope. 
Because of the great elon3etion un0er load of nylon, means must 
be arranged to avoid the bY'ea~{in'; of the netal when the rope 
stretches. Loose loops in the ifire are objectionable because 
of snarling. If the ",ire is vl1'al1ped in a helix outside the rope, 
it t':3nds to constrict held deV'elop excessive tension unless it is 
very loose when unst:;,~essed . A wire :he11:- of sffiall diameter laid 
alon6 the axis of the rope avoids all of these mechanical troubles 
and can easily carry the corona current. However, in case of a 
direct lightning stroke to the aircraft, such as is discussed in 
section III , the 11ire vlould be vola'~ ilized and the high-current 
arc would be initiated inside the rope. 
To tryout this arrangement, a sample was made up with a 
helix of No . 30 A'iTG steeJ. wire in the center. When the 22,000-
ampere surge (;urront passed through it, the hot gases which blew 
out through the j'1terstices caus ed conaiderable melting of the 
r ope , as sh01m in figure 35 . Here the strands have been separated 
to show the scorching. 
b •. ~~nduct~n~ soluti~~~, - It was at first hoped that flight 
through clou(!.s might I,ret the rope enough to insure su.fficient 
conductivity . To test this point a number of rope samples wore 
soakec. in distilled water to make them conductinG. In these 
tests m.oistened cotton ",-8.9 ·,.radged. i nto the chink between the 
electrode and the rope to insure good conta.ct . After 2 or 3 
minutes soakill8 , the sanples had absorbed all the 1-rater they 
would hold, which is about 30 percent of their dry ,,,eight. When 
tension was applied to the sample (about 0.1 of ther lutimate 
L_ 
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breaking strength), alJprcx ~s.tely one-ttird of this water WE.S 
sQueezed. out. 1·lhen Cla'rent was apt:l1j ed to these samplGs , they 
d.l'ieG. out nonun:~1\n'W1 y, and a ppal'jc 1vould then jUlCp a.Cl'OC3 what -
ever ama.ll eect:o:c1. firzt dried out to a high re8istance. After 
sparkins st3.rtE::G. it was only a few seconds for the SI"~ll-size 
r ope , and not over 30 ser-onils for the le.r,;er sizes J until the 
sallrple 1-it s weakened enough 'by the burning to drop its l:)ad. In 
order to save as I!lE'.l1J of the rope samJ;'les as possible for further 
tests the cnrrent "as taken off just as the spa.rking started.. 
The curves in figlu'e 38* show th'3 time re'lllired to reach this 
c~i tical J or spaj'king j point 8.f:l a functJ.cn of the current through 
the semple for three differeilt sizes of r ope . In some of the 
tests the curr'?nt was kej?t on until the sample had failed. - that 
is) until its loacl was droPlJed. Figllres 36 and 37 show a sample 
of l3/l6-inch-diameter nylon rope after a current of 30 milli-
ampere s had floweel through it for 1 minute and 50 second s . 
In vie1v of these ratlier aisconcerting results other methods 
for mc:king the nylon t.om'opo more d'3fini tely conc..ucting .:ere in-
vestit,Q:~ed. Vnle:::l :3oJutions of ei.ther (1) 4-p''3rcent soc.ium 
chloride or (2) I,,-rercent calcium chlo:rid.e were used in place of 
the distilled viater, tlle rope was found. to be sufficiently con-
ducting to carry currents up to 30 milliamperes (for the 5/S-in. 
diam. rope) for 25 minutes ivith no signs of nistro s8 . However , 
in a thunderstorm the saJt solution might be highly diluted by 
rain water in E.. Clhort tUlle . Tes'Cs me.de on a sample first soaked 
in a 4-percent solution of calci~ chloride , ~riedJ and. then 
repeatedly dipped in d.istilled 1-Tater awl dried.) indicated. that 
after about 15 dippinGA the d.ecrease in resistance resulting 
from the calcium chloride had disappeared. 
c. Rerm~~en~im~!e~tion. - A more desir~ble method. of 
treatment for the rope would bo to impretnate it with some 
mate:rial i-Ihich would :r:uake it a perma:::lEmt conc\uctor even after 
repeated v;etting and drying. So:::ne silLlfles were made by d ipping 
the ror:e in "ethoGel lacquer" obtained. from the Dow Chemical 
Company, using several different concentrat ions. Samples which 
.~ere feund to be sufficiently conuucting had enough "ethocel" 
between their fibe!s to mal~e them quito stiff and. a.fter some 
handling this roate}.~ial wou~d. cn.ck and pa:::ticlos would fall 
off) thus leaving "spots" of high resistance. This conCiition 
caused sparking a:ld burning of the rope when voltage was 
applied . 
*Fig. 38 is on the same page with fig . 33 . 
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AnDther treatment. is to dip the sa:r.ple in aquau.ag ( colloidal 
graplli te in vlater). Conce:c.tratior:8 fl·CV. 1 pa:;.~t aguc.de.g and. 3 
parts distUledwu.ter to 1 part a9.uE"da~ and 20 1H!'tf) t:. i8ti~_led 
water were trior: ')n three sL::es of r;y10n rore {1/1" 5/8} and 
13/15 in. dl.xn . ). Tl18 reflist.an::le of the eample decrl'Jased 8ha=ply 
(-\<Tith S0me irregu.larity) as t:le concentra.tion of aquadag in t.he 
solution was increased . Low re~'i SL·a:lces (down to 500 obms p"lr cm) 
were easily obtalm)Q) 2..nC. the flexl :Ji lity of the rope lias not 
noticea"bly affect6d . Mf3chanical stre:..'s such as repeated aprll ca-
tion and removal of tension .. anc also .::'ep"lated. soaking in ;.J9.ter J 
did not nct1ceably increas0 the restst:mc.;} of the sample. Even 
vigorous scrtl'JbinC with soa::;> and wa ter only incroased the resist-
ance of a sample from 0 . 31 I'leGobLl to 1.5 me gohms. 
A number of specim::ns ",ere treated with C),quadag and then 
suejected to an electrical test vlhile undei.' tension. In these 
tests tinfoil "1IU S ller'.ged i nto the fle-reel portion of the electrode 
to inslC':'c good electrical con::'act to the r op3) a:::~d. the applie('!. 
d i r ect- curreI'.t vol ta[e WC'.S adju'3ted. as 'Jet;cs sary to hold. the cur-
rent at a pred3t3~':rJ int,rl value .. Aft€) . 10 m:i_nut·3s at or..e V:lIUG of 
cu:r.rent the vol tGge W[;>,3 removed and tho 8P0C imnn i~aG allovicd to 
cool neal'ly to rc·o.:n teLIp.~ratUl·e . T!lis procedu:~'e IVOS then repeated 
with a highcr value of current and a c ,)l'res"pondi~)gly 5~eater 
heat irlf' of the 88..'ll.l'le . In t .nese trials t:1.e s>f\~imel: heater~ up 
fatrly uniformly throughout i ts len~h &.Tld th'.;; re vas no sign of 
local e,rcin~ such as develops 1'rO::1 the drying out of ,.,ret ropes . 
The 10-minute interval vas lon;:... enoL:gh for conditiona nea~:,ly to 
reacn. equilibr -i..um . Fine.Uy , a v::11ue of current Was reached at 
which the r ope shOVled siens of distress} the current became 
unsteac.y J smoke was scmetimes noted.' a:1d one or more strands 
broke before the 10 minutes had elap;:,ed . The results are C·IOwn 
in table 3 . Here the cm:rent o.t the time of failure is shm-m 
in col1..;1Jffi 9 , Column 10 f,i ves the pm'Ter developeu. as heat per 
centir.J.eter length of rope) while column 11 [;i ves the quotient 
obtained by div i ding this value by the expos ed surface area of 
the rore. The fact t:b .. I1.t this latter fi'3ure decr9ases systemat ico.lly 
as the diameter of the r ope increaees ind.icato8 that thore i s 
probably a conGid.erable difference in tem:Qor ature bot"'oon the 
center and the su=face o-£' the :rope . A thick rope is therefore 
leos effectiyely cooled al!d dis8ipa.tes lef1s heat pe.I:' unit area 
fro.:n its surface ,,-;len it is at the same average internal temper a -
ture as a thimler rope . 
J 
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In flight tr.e relative motion 0:' the air -past the rODe will 
give a marked cooling effect, To sl.m'J.lc.te this cond.ition] speci. -
men 12 (.,nich was 8ubstantia.lly similar to lla) was tested. in an 
air strea'n. An ~.ccsulati. tube about 1 inch in internal diameter 
su:rrolmd.ed the l/4-inch-diameter specimen] and a bloVTer forced 
air at a velocity of about 200 feet per second. (135 mpn) th~ough 
the space between rope and tube. It vrill be noted. f~om table 3 
that the pover dissipation at fail~e was about coubled by the 
cooling action of this air blast . However] in the case of a 
le.rge rope the gain pro'!Jablj will be -by a rather smaller factor , 
be:;a.use of the greater tel'!lperature droll between the center and 
the outer l e.ycrs. 
The value of resistance Given in colunn 4 is that measured 
by a "meGohm bridge" 'l.th about 100 volts applied to the 10-
centimeter specimen. The value given in column 5 is computed 
from the voltage observed while the specimen was carrying a cur-
r ent nearly at its l:\Jnit . The difference in these values is the 
r esult of three effects. IVl"en tensIon is applied to the rope it 
decreases sli6htly iu cro~s section , but the pRrticles of graphite 
are b~ought into better contact and th8 electrical resistance de-
creases . At the higher voltages a "coherer action" seems to occur 
and bridges develop between particles ann. cause a further decrease 
in resj.stance. A1GO no ~he ten:perature rises) even at constant 
voltage ] the resistance decreases som.ewhat . (Thi.s observation 
is contrary to the usuall ql10ted pos itive temperature coeffi-
cient of resist i vity of graphi'ce in bulk] out 1s in agreement 
with the negat ive coefficient of carbon .) 
Host of the trials listed 1n table 3 were made with speci-
mens of fairly high reSistance ] in order that destructive effects 
could be obtained ,'ri th currents within the ran3e of the avail -
able direct-current SOUTee . Specimen "B" , however , of 13/16-
inch rope) 'IolaS treated. 'Io!ith three dip8 of one-third dilution 
aguadaB to rN'hich approxiu1a. bely 0 . 1 percent of aerosol had been 
added and had a r esistance after d.rying at ~'oom temperature of 
onl 500 O!1lnS per centimeter . It ~.;as tested und.er mechanical 
l oad as previously described] except thcLt alternating current 
\-las used instead of direct and each valile of current VTas held 
for 15 minutes. Immedl3.teJy after each run a mercury thermom-
eter VTas plac:ed age.inst the outer surface of the rope and sur-
roun1ed by a thick pad of cotton . The temper3.tures indicated 
by the thermometer ,.".ere found to increase linearly with t):J.e 
'Iatts per unit length at the rate of 370 C per vTatt per cent i-
meter . For a current of 200 milliamperes) the thermometer 
- - - ---- --------" 
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indicated 850 C: and the rCile held a l08,d of 3500 pounds without 
failure. Early in the test) a~ 60 :ailliQ,:rrperes, 10c<:',1 heatiIll3 
developed under one el ectrocl.e bocaase of poor cO:ltact. The load 
y-as r emoved. ane. tinf')il pac;\:ed in place t.o g1 ve a more effective 
cont.act. The l ona. , wbich hE!.d been 4000 pounds, we,s thereafter 
ke1>t at 3500 pm.mis. Shor'sly ager the current .laS rai8ed to 
240 mil11amperes the 83.;. . .I11>le begc.n to s::::J.oke 8.nd melt at both 
contalJts. The meche,ni c['.l l Oad ivas removed and the spec.1m.en then 
appeared as in figure 39. It will be noted that the lay has 
increased in the section bGtween the electrode,,) and. that tbere 
is some 1088 in c.rea un(:er the electrcdes. The melting, sbcwn 
in detail in fie;l..lre 40} at one enc'l. , hovover, 'vas WOrse than in 
most of the arc- c" er trials shmvn in section III, although the 
rope wag still able to hold 3500 pOllJ."1ds. During the course of 
the experiments the res:; stance of the spc:ci::J:en showed a perma-
nent decrease, as if t,he pa::-ticles of g~'a"plli te vere being gra.d -
ually squeezed into better contact. At the end of the teet, 
under lcc.d and hot, the resista nce waR only abC'ut 40 ohms per 
conti:r:teter , although it iTcH! initially 500 oh..ms per cen+;imAter 
w1:en cold . 
The epecific heat of nylon, approximately 2.3 joules ~er 
gram-degree, is so large that the 8tor'3~e of heat during the 
relatively short time that the t01vlillfJ is l:i...kely to be exposed 
to the most intense pa~~t of the thunderstor~u field may play an 
~uportant and helpful role. Thus, if a temperature rise of 
1000 C .rere req,uirod to ivoaken the r ope to E:: clangerous extent, 
a pe.ak of 5 watts per centimeter could be abso~bed provided it 
lasted OlllY 45 seconds . 
D. QUALITA~IVE MODEL EXPERIMENT 
As a laboratory "stunt," to obtain d gualitative repre-
sentation of the phenomena djsGus8ed in this report) the experi-
ment shown in ngure 41 W8,9 set up . T"lO tiny metal models (wing 
span 2 in.) ,·rere connected. by a No. 36 (0 . 005-in, dia.m,) copper 
1-Tire and sl1Pl)Crted betTveen ti"TO large metal plates which repre-
sented the clouc1.s . The rig!J.t- and left-h,:md ple.tas lvere charged 
to +70,000 and to - "10,0(10 voltz, res:Y8ctively, .lith r eS1>6ct to 
groll...'1.d . The res"lting corona d ioch8.:t't.~e from the models and from 
the 'wire is shOlm in figure 41 , and the difference in character 
of the concentrated , intense negative beads and the more diffuse 
and extend.ed positive glow is very evident . In spite of the 
marked difference i n the j.lltunination produced at the two ends , 
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the currents must, of co 1 \2:"'i3 "3 , oe e9.1.1al. The dark section of the 
to,dine is nearl,v cent.ered end, th LS ~8.ct sb.O\.J's that the balance 
or CLlYrent was atta ned with the models a.ne.. wire at a potential 
only sliGhtly PCJG:'.tive .,ith rGSp3ct to gr-oun.d.. In s1)c11 a. model 
ex.periment it c~r~ot be hop3d to duplicate many of the essential 
features of the Fhenomenon, (Juch as ehe redii of curvature of 
points and eeges and the diGt.ance from aircraft to "cl ouds , " and 
thus the eX~8riment r~s no quantitutive value. 
On the other hand, irlany '1ual:.tutive features are plainly 
visible, such as the lo~aticn of the discharge on the salient 
points of tbe aircraft , the existeEce of a naximum of radic.l 
potential grad.i ent a chort eista:1\..e farther along the cable, 
and the neuL:;.nal zone of lo'{ radial gradient Eear the center of 
the towline . 
VI. CONCLUSImm 
The foregoing discussion of the possible olectrical effects 
on glider towlines in a thund.erstorm leads to a number of rather 
definite conclusions . 
Metal TO.llines 
(1 ) From the purely el ectrLal point of view a metal tmvline 
is to be preferred. If of the minimum .,eight needed to give the 
reqyired tensile strength , it would be immune to damage from corona 
c~rents and from a lightning stroke to the aircraft at its ends . 
( 2) If it is desired to guard against the rather remote chance 
of a direct lightning stroke to the towline itself , the metal line 
can be adellu'J.tely protected by covering it i,ith a thin layer of 
insulation outside of which is a r:letel braid. This type of con-
struction also .rould provide a two- conductor connection for com-
munication between the aircraft . 
Textile To\vlines 
(1 ) If nonelectrical considerations dictate the use of a 
textile rope such as nylon, measures should be taken to minimize 
its electrical hazards. Untreated textile rope is liable to be 
seriously overhe~ted and burned (or melt0d) if the tow operates 
for even a few minutes in the intense electric field which is 
'-~------------ -- - - - ---- -
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pr'3sent within a few miles of any thunderstorm. The current -
voltaGe diagr£\.!Il shown in figure::: 19 and. 33 cf thi.8 report offers 
a nBof1)~, thm.l6!1. al1J?ro:ximate, means for estimating the magnitude 
of these r. . ..3.nge:;"C'AD to,iline curren'cs 1'01' any assumed. comb~nation 
of storm inGe~Bity, towline r03istance and corona discharge 
characteris t, j Cg of the ai:r· crr~ft. 'To estimate these characte!'is-
tics some vel'y extreme a:1-Q questio:lable extrapolations must be 
ruade, but even on the most ortimist,ic basj.s that is at all 
reQ.sonable there appear.1 to be a very real hazard. 
(2) Of those methods tricd, the uee of a treatment, s~ch 
as dipping in aquadag , which will mate tte rope perr.lline.ntly 
conductins, offoL's the most promising remeiy. This procedure 
has been found to give a cor.clll..;tance ",h.i.ch enables the tmfline 
to carry, .,i thout serle us damage j t he currents set up "'hen oper-
ating in all but. the most intense1;r st:( essed portions of the 
thund.ercloud . 
(3) If a treatment could be oevelo)oQ which w0u~d coat the 
outer surface of the rope with a thi:1-, s:;:1ooth , elastic , ",ater-
proof skin, this treat.ment ,·:ould a.1.1';0 rOLlove the hazard . 
(4) A textile towrope , Enren "'hen re12dered conducting, 
prooably 1v"ill flash over ani be tL'1.da:naged. by a direct lightning 
stroke either to the aj.rcra ;'t or to the rope itself J particularly 
if arcing rings are provlded at the ends . 
VII. Al?PEi'llHX A 
SPACE CHARGE EFFECTS IN A CYLINDRICAL FIELD 
In view of the necessity for extrapole,tj ng latora.tory data 
on the corona current fron a wire in a coaxial cylinder to large 
values cf voltage a~d radius, it 1.;'D.S thought worth while to 
develop t:le following theore"Lical relation8hips as a guide to 
such an extraro1ation . A I?CIDEn:llat suilar treatment res been 
attempted by Fazel and Pa:>.'sons. (See reference 14.) Hm·,e-.,rer J 
they introduce Ulln.eceusarily t'le tacit assumption that tLe 
space charge density is independent. of the radius and this as-
sumption affects, and in our opinion , vitiates, their result. 
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Consjder a vire of radius b stretched along the axis of 
a circular cylinder of rad i us c a~d mRintained at a constant 
voltage E with res?ect to the cylinder. This voltage is as-
sumed to be well a.bove that at vThich corona begi.::1.s. In the im-
med.iate neighborhood of the 1.,ire, 01lt to a radius r c ' a very 
c om~lex process involving ionization, recombination and the 
emission of radiation is taking ·place . Oubs ide of r c ' hov;ever , 
the electric gradie::1.G i~ assu.."'2ed to be lsss than the critical 
value gc, at which ionization by coll-i.sion by electrons occurs 
to an a:;?preciable extent, and the only process which goes on is 
t!le drift of ions, of the same sign as tbat of the charge on the 
wire J tOvTard the outer cylinder 1IDder the action of the electric 
gradient. This gradient g: as well as the volume denSity of 
space charge ~ and the velocity v of the ions relative to 
the air, which is aS8uI:led to be station'?ry , is, in general , a 
function of rao.ius r, The mobility of the ions u is, however , 
assumed to be constant. 
In the steady ste.te there can be no progressive a.ccumulat ... on 
of cha:;.~ge anYllhere in the circuit and the total current i per 
lmit length acroes aD::! cylindrical surface of raclius I' coaxial 
w"lth the wire must be the SMe as that across any other such sur-
face. That is the current i "Thich is given by 
i = 2rrr~v (Ai ) 
must i t self be independent of r . 
By the definition of mobility, the velocity v is given by 
v = gu (A2 ) 
Combining (AZ ) and (Ai) giv~s 
i (A3 ) ~---
2rrurg 
Now in the space between I' = r and c I' = c the potential 
V must satisfy Poisson's e~uation 
1 d ( dV'" 1'- 1 = -4rr~ 
I' dr drJ 
(A4) 
By introdvc ir..g 
g :: dV 
dr 
and ~ from equation (A3 ) into equation (A4) gives 
or 
To integrate this, 






r--+g - =0 
d.! ug 
may be substituted and than the variables separated to get 
.Thence 
or by equation (A8 ) 
udz 2dr 
-_.-















where C is a constant of Integration . To evaluate C it may 
be noted that a reasonable value for U.e mobility u is 1. 5 
cen~imeter8 per PGcond for one volt por cen~imf3ter (450 8SU), 
and a fairly hieh value of current is 10 microamperes per cent i-
meter ( 3 X 10 4 e8u ) . For these values the first term in the 
right-hand member of equc.t ion (AIO) i s only 130 , yet at radii 
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near the value rc the gradient g must be near Bc or 100 esu. 
Hence z must be neA.r].:y 104 eeu ::me. must be neal~ly equal to the 
l ast term of equ~tion (A10) . Hance 
(A12) 
To deduce the tot8.1 voltage betllTeen wire and cylinder J g 
should be int'3grated vTi th respect to r from b to c. How·-
ever J the radical in 8C1.l;ation (All) mc..l~es thiG -process difficult 
mathematic-ally. To obtain an arprcxtm.a.t1onJ it is noted that 
th6re is some intermediate radius rm for which the two terms 
under the r<3.dical sign are equal. This value of r is 
(A13) 
For val ues of r much less thu:a this t he second term :prepon-
der6.tes; hence 
Bcrc (A14) g =._-
r 
while for values of r much larger than "Y' it may be written 
-m 
g = 12i (A15) 
'\/-;-
For values of r nearly equal to rm the true val ue of g 
will be greater than that given by either (A14) or (Al5)J but 
the excess will not be greater than by a factor of ~~ A fair 
approximation to the voltage oetween wire and cylinder is there-
fore obtained by adding to Fc the voltage a cross the corona 
:pro:per bet~een r = band r = rCJ the contribution obtained 
by i ntegrating (A14) from r = rc to r = rm and the contribu-
tion obtained by integratine (A15 ) from r ~ rm to r ~ c. 
This y ields 
(A16) 
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on ingertj~~ the value of rm from equation (A13) and rear-
ranging this becomes 
(Al?) 
This is in the form 
E (A18) 
where the quantity B is a function of i and of the wire ra-
dius b but is not dependent on the cylinder radius c. 
By combining data for the same c~r8nt and wire radius but 
for two different cylinde:~ rad ii B can be eliminated and an 
exper imental value fOlmd for u . Thus 
(A19) 
8.nd values of this quantity are listed in collUnn 5 of t<:l.ble 2. 
The consta.ncy of these valu.es over a wHe ran,3e of E and c 
and the agreement of the experimental vaJue for u - naffiely, 
1,4 cent imeters per second for one volt per centimeter with the 
valne L 8 usually given for negative molecula.r ions - is quite 
satisfactory and tends to indicate that equation (AlB) should 
be a Ga:'e guide for the extrapolations, By j n8ei~ting the mean 
value thus foun1 in e'].ua~ion (A18) err.pirical values of B can 
be found. These are listed in column 6. 
National Bureau of stEmc.arcls, 
Washi~~on, D. C,) December 17) 1943. 
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General Analysis . 
TABLE 1.- RESISTANCE OF ROPE IN OBMS PER CE~TIMETER OF LENGTH 
After 5 min in lA.fter 140 hr in 
In air tap water tap water After 140 hr in sea water 
Sample Type of rope 
number BE 20% BH 45% BH 95%, Surface Wet Surface I Surface Dried 80 4g hr 
T 20°C T 25°0 T 35°C Wet wiped wiped I wiped hr in air in air RH3CJ1, IRE 95% 
T 250C T 250C 
1/2'1 jute, A 10 6x 10 e 3x 106 IX 104 2 X 105 6 X 103 1 X 104 3 X 102 2. X lOB 2 X 103 1 2x 10 
3/4" jute~ A 9x 109 2x 109 2x 106 4 2 X 105 9 X 103 2 X 104 3 X lrP 1 X 10 8 J 9 X 103 2 IX 10 
3 1/211 sisal 2x 1010 2x 108 2x 106 2x 10
4 3 X 104 3 X 103 3 X 103 3 X 102 9 X 10 8 9 X 103 
4 3/4l1 sisal 9x 109 6x 107 9x 105 9X 103 2 X 104 2 X 103 2 X 103 2 X 102 3 X 10 8 6 X 103 
5 1/211 jute, B >6x 1010 2x 109 Ix 107 3x 104 6 X 105 2 X 104 3 X 10 4 3 X 102 6 X 10 9 2 X 104 
6 3/411 jute, B 6 X 1010 6x 108 6x 106 3x 104 1 X 106 1 X 104- 3 X 10 4 3 X 102 9 x 10 8 6 x 103 
7 3/4" manila 2x 109 9x 106 2x 105 9 X 103 1 X 104 9 x lOa 1 X 103 2 X 10
2 3 x 10 8 6 X 103 
-
8 1/2" cotton 1 X 1010 2x 108 6x 105 2x 104 6 X 105 3 X 103 3 X 10 3 3 X 102 3 X 10 8 6 X 103 
9 3/411 cotton 3 x 109 3x 107 2x 105 2x 104 1 X 105 9 X 102 9 x 102 2 X 102 J x 10 8 6 X 103 
10 13/16" nylon >6 X 1010 >6x 1010 *9x lOB *2x 104 3 x 104 2 X 102 >6 X 1010 2 X 103 
--~ 




1 2 3 
Wire Current Tube 
radius, per em, radius, 
b i c 
(c m) (l-La) (em) 



































































1. 0 8 
1. 03 
Avera g e 
1.15 
6 7 

















6 6 56 
Whence u = 410 esu=G= 1.36 cm'2/volt-sec 
I 
I -







imen Diam- Treatment 
number eter 
(in. ) 
1 2 3 
lla 1/4 1 dip; 1/3 dilution 
then stressed, washed 
soap and water~ 
prolonged soaking 
and drying 
12 1/4 Same as 11a, tested 
in air stream 200 
ft/ sec 
6 1/4 1 dip; 1/7 dilution 
8 5/8 2 dips; 1/14 dilu-
tion plus 1 dip; 
1/20 dilution 
4 13/16 2 dips; 1/10 dilu-
tion 
13 13/16 1 dip; 1/3 dilution 
l _ 
TABLE 3.- NYLON ROPES TREATED WITH AQ,U.AJJAG 
Resistance Withstood for 
(ohm/cm) Test 10 min Current 
load Current (rna) Cold Under (lb) power 
load (rna) (w/cm) 
11 5 6 7 g 9 
80 f OOO 35,000 400 5·2 0·9 6 
100 f OOO 20,000 400 10 2.3 12 
200,000 50,000 212 3·1 .5 5 
40,000 20,000 2400 g 1.3 9 
900,000 100,000 3950 3 1.0 4 



























Figure 1.- A transient discharge striking 
and fo llowing along a wet, 1/4-
inch cotten sash cord, 2 feet long. Crest 
current 25,000 amperes, duxation about 40 
microseconds. The cord showed no damage 
after the stroke. 
W-62 
Figure 2.- Sixty-cycle, 4-ampere arc 
rising alo~ a dry, un-
treated nylon rope, 13/16-inch diam • 
Exposure of 0.01 second shows illu-












Figure 3.- Condition of rope shown 
in figure 2 after 7.5 
seconds exposure to 4-ampere arc. 
Note melted spot on metal thimble 
and fused and scorched areas on 
surface of nylon. 
'0-62. 
Figure 4.- Sixty-cycle, 3-ampere arc along 
the surface of 131l6-inch nylon 
rope which had been treated with aquadag to 
give a resistance of 2000 ohms per cm. 














F1gure ~.- Same trial as in figure 
4, taken with camera at 
right angle. 
w- ,'-
Figure 6.- Damage resulting from 10 
seconds exposure to arc 
shown in figures 4 and 5. Note that 
surface fibers are fused to a homo-














NACA Figs. 7,8 
Figure 7.- 30-ampere d-c arc concentrated for 1 second 
between thimble and #10 copper wire. Camera 
shutter open during full duration of arc. 
Figure 8.- Damage resulting from arc shown in figure 7. 
SurfaQe is blackened and some fibers are 
fused but penetration is very slight. 

Figure 9.- Sixty-cycle, 4-ampere arc 
rising along dry, untreat-
ed 13/16-inch nylon rope; showing 
action of metal arcing ring in keep-
ing discharge away from textile. No 
visible damage resulted. 
W-62. , 
Figure 10.- Sixty-cycle~ 3-ampere arc along 
aquadag-treated l3/16-inch nylon 
rope, showing action of metal arcing ring in 













NACA FIG. 11 
(a) (b) 
FIGURE ll.-Surge discharge to model of tow. (a) EAST CAMERA. (b) NORTH CAMERA. This discharge strikes 
from the upper rod electrode to the metal towline and leaves bv left win/{ til' of the IOU'ing plane to continue to 
the lower electrode, Distance between electrodes, 8 feet, The thin lin('s are the paraffined threads which 
supported the model, 

W- 62 
Figure 13.- A sixty-cycle, 3-ampere arc passing 
from a horizontal rod electrode(barely 
visible at the bottom) across a one-centimeter gap 
to the aquadag-treated rope and along the rope for 
Figure 12.- Steel aircraft cable 26 cm to an upper sleeve electrode. 
samoles after test 
with IOOO-ampere surge followed 
by 30-coulomb arc while under mechanical tension. unprotected samples 
P-12, P-3, and P-14., respectively 1/16", 3/32 11 , and 1/8 11 in diameter, 
al l-failed though tension applied was only 100 pounds. Samples P-ll, 
P-16 and P- IO of same diameter respectively as the others and sub-
jected to 600 pounds tension did not fail because protected by metal 
















Figure l4c- Damage resulting from arc 
shown in figure 13, after 
arc had ceased and restruck three times 
for a total application of 14 seconds. 
Tne scorching and melting of the surface 
is confined to a thin layer and is not 
concentrated opposite the rod electrode. 
W -=-62 
Figure 15.- Damage produced on 13/16-
inch nylon rope, treated 
with aquadag so as to have 200 ohms 
per cm, after a 3-ampere a-c arc had 
struck and restruck over its surface 
5 times from the rod electrode to the 
upper metal sleeve during a total ex-















RAOA Fig. 16 
r1gure 16.- Sparking and burning on a sample of 1/4-inch 
cotton sash cord 21 feet long. Cord had been 
dipped in tap water just before test. Picture taken by 
l1ght of the arcs after 6 milliamperes direct current 
had passed through the cord for 2 minutes. After dissi-
pating about 1 watt per em for 5 minutes the cord broke 
under its own weigh~. 
j 
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NACA Fig. 25 
FIgure 25.- The string of suspension insulators at the top 
of the photograph supports the two toroidal 
shields and the cylindrical shield below, which encloses 
the microammeter. The tube hanging down from this carries 
the polished 5-cm sph~r e from which the discharge point 
protrudes. The metal floor is the plane electrode. The 
lead, 6-inches in diameter and 42-fe.et long, connects the 
ioroid with the 1.4-million volt X-ray generator. This 
lead is much foreshortened in the photograph. 

NACA Fiq 26 
5pocl"9. poirIt to ptofte-em 

NACA Fig. 27 
Figure 27.- Fairchild PT-19-A airplane suspended in 
High-Voltage Laboratory for corona 
measurements. The total corona current trom the 
airplane was measured by a milliammeter enclosed in 
the cylindrical shield visible between the two 
toroidal shields 
- ~- --~-
, W-62 . 
F U:L' KE 211. -Corolla cli.«·haq(l' jrom Faird/lltl 1'1'19· A airillanl' U-/Il'1I char/(ecl 10 1,2(}O,II(}(} 1'0['." T he '< llrl'adill g ojlh" 











FIGLRI:. 29.-Corona di.'c/large frolll fine (No.3/) I l<'ire strelched beIHie/'1l 11('0 1.6<", spheres and placed in electric field 
between ttl'O large m etal Illales perpendicular to the tdre. I'lates were charged 10 + 7(),O()() t'olt.< at the right and -7(),OO() 
l'OllS III th e Ie/I. 'Vot e beaded ('haraCler 0/ corona from illduced negalit-ely charKed I'lId, lind Ihe smooth I/O,<ilil'e glow. 
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FIGURE 30 

NACA Fig. 31 
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F IGURE 32 
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FIGURE 38 

Figure 34.- Sample of l3/l6- inch nylon 
rope, coated with "Dri-film" 
after being sprayed with distilled water 
for 20 seconds and carrying a current of 
5 ma for 105 seconds. 
vJ-62-
Figure 35.- Condition of l3/l6-inch nylon 
rope after high-current discharge 
(25,000 amperes) had volatilized the metal 
helix embedded in center of rope. Strands 














Figure 36.- Condition of 13/16-inch 
nylon rope initially 
soaked in distilled water, after 30 
rna had passed for 100 seconds. Load 
= 650 pounds. 
W-t2 
Figure 37 .- Close-up of damaged 
portion of rope shown 















Figure 39.- Specimen "B" of 13/16-
inch nylon treated 
with 3 dips of 1.3 dilution aquadag 
after being tested up to 240 mao 
v./-62 
Figure 40.- Detail of part of specimen 
B after test up to 240 mae 
In spite of this local melting under 
the electrode, the specimen could hold 














FIGURE 41.-Photogra[Jh of model toU' showing, qualitati"ely, corOlla discharges from aircrall and towlille. 1/I' illg spall of 
metlll model.~ 2 illches, towlille ().()()5·inch diameter, 16 illche.dollg; metal plates simulatillg cloud .• I('ere charged to + 7(),()()() 
I'oits (at right) and 7(),()()O volts (at left) relat;I'e to ground. 
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